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1 SUMMARY 

The motivation to perform magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) at ultra-high field strength 

(UHF) (B0 ≥ 7 Tesla) is primarily driven by the increased sensitivity compared to low field MRI. 

This is especially true for nuclei which exhibit intrinsically a low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) either 

due to their physical properties or their small in vivo concentrations. The aim of this thesis was 

to establish the measurement techniques required for sodium magnetic resonance imaging 

at 9.4 Tesla and to overcome some of the limitations faced at lower field strengths. For this 

purpose, the hardware as well as the software used for the acquisition of the MR signal were 

designed and adapted to each other with great care in order to harness the full potential 

offered by UHF MRI. 

 

In the first part of this thesis, a novel coil setup consisting of a single-tuned sodium birdcage 

coil and a proton patch antenna was used to acquire high-resolution quantitative sodium 

images of several healthy volunteers. This setup provided a satisfactory sensitivity at the 

sodium frequency and offered at the same time the possibility to acquire the proton signal for 

anatomical localization and B0 shimming. Correction methods for inhomogeneities of the B0 

and radio-frequency (RF) transmit field (B1) were implemented and partial volume effects 

were mitigated by the reduced voxel size, which enabled a more accurate quantification of 

the sodium concentration in the human brain.  However, the spatial resolution was insufficient 

to completely avoid quantifications errors at tissue boundaries, although the achieved 

sensitivity was considerably higher compared to previous studies.  

 

The second part of the thesis focused on further increasing the sensitivity of the coil setup at 

the sodium frequency without sacrificing the proton imaging capability. The final coil design 

was made up of an assembly of three coils arranged in layers. The innermost layer consisted 

of a multi-channel receiver array to boost the sensitivity for sodium imaging. The middle layer 

comprised the sodium transmit array and the outer layer was formed by a dipole array to 
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enable proton imaging. It could be shown that the proposed coil setup possessed all the 

required features needed for efficient multi-nuclear MRI at UHF and enabled the acquisition 

of sodium images having a quality not previously achieved. 

 

In the last part of the thesis, the high sensitivity provided by the multi-channel coil array and 

the strong static magnetic field was used to perform sodium triple quantum filtered (TQF) 

imaging, which is known to be an SNR-critical application.  The latter allows differentiating 

between intra- and extracellular sodium, which might be valuable information for disease 

diagnosis and monitoring. Apart from the low SNR, the high power deposition rates 

associated with this type of imaging technique are challenging, especially at UHF. To 

overcome this problem, at least partially, a modulation of the flip angles of the TQ 

preparation module was proposed and shown to improve the sensitivity by about 20%. 

 

 



 

2 ZUSAMMENFASSUNG 

Das Bestreben Magnetresonanztomographie (MRT) bei ultra-hohen Feldstärken (UHF) (B0 ≥ 7 

Tesla) durchzuführen kann in erster Linie mit der deutlich erhöhten MR-Empfindlichkeit im 

Gegensatz zu niedrigeren Feldstärken erklärt werden. Dies gilt insbesondere für die 

Bildgebung mit Kernen, die an sich schon ein niedriges Signal-Rausch-Verhältnis (SNR) 

ausweisen; dies entweder aufgrund ihrer physikalischen Eigenschaften oder ihrer geringen In-

vivo-Konzentrationen. Das Ziel dieser Arbeit war es die erforderlichen Messverfahren für die 

Natriumbildgebung bei 9,4 Tesla zu erarbeiten und einige Einschränkungen, die bei 

niedrigeren Feldstärken auftreten, zu überwinden. Zu diesem Zweck wurde 

maßgeschneiderte Hard- und Software für die Erfassung des MR-Signals entwickelt und 

aufeinander abgestimmt um das volle Potential, das UHF-MRT bietet, zu nutzen. 

 

Im ersten Teil der Arbeit wurde ein neuartiger Spulenaufbau, bestehend aus einer mono-

resonanten Natrium-Birdcage-Spule und einer Protonen-Patch-Antenne, verwendet um 

hochauflösende quantitative Natriumbilder von mehreren gesunden Probanden 

aufzunehmen. Dieser Aufbau stellte eine zufriedenstellende Empfindlichkeit bei der 

Natriumfrequenz sicher und bot gleichzeitig die Möglichkeit das Protonensignal für 

anatomische Lokalisation und B0-Shimming zu nutzen. Korrekturverfahren wurden 

implementiert und angewendet um Inhomogenitäten des B0 und Radiofrequenz- (RF) Feldes 

(B1) entgegenzuwirken. Durch die Reduzierung der Voxelgröße konnten 

Partialvolumeneffekte gemindert und eine genauere Quantifizierung der 

Natriumkonzentration im menschlichen Gehirn erreicht werden. Jedoch war die erreichte 

räumliche Auflösung unzureichend um Quantifizierungsfehler an Gewebegrenzen gänzlich zu 

vermeiden, obwohl die erzielte Empfindlichkeit deutlich höher war als bei vorhergehenden 

Studien. 

 

Der zweite Teil der Arbeit konzentrierte sich auf eine weitere Erhöhung der Empfindlichkeit des 

Spulenaufbaus für die Natriumbildgebung ohne dabei die Möglichkeit der 

Protonenbildgebung zu verlieren. Der endgültige Messaufbau bestand aus drei in Schichten 
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angeordneten Spulen. Die innerste Schicht bildete eine Mehrkanalempfangsanordnung, 

welche eine möglichst hohe Empfindlichkeit für das Natriumsignal gewährleisten sollte. Die 

Natriumsendespule stellte die mittlere Schicht dar. Eine Dipolantennenanordnung bildete die 

äußerste Schicht und wurde für die Protonenbildgebung benutzt. Es konnte gezeigt werden, 

dass der vorgeschlagene Spulenaufbau alle erforderlichen Funktionen besitzt, die für eine 

effiziente Mehrkern-MRT-Messung bei ultra-hohem Feld benötig werden, und es erlaubt 

Natriumbilder mit einer vorher unerreichten Qualität aufzunehmen. 

 

Im letzten Teil der Arbeit wurde die hohe MR-Empfindlichkeit, resultierend aus der 

Verwendung einer Mehrkanalspule und eines starken statischen Magnetfeldes, genutzt um 

Tripelquanten (TQ)-Kohärenzen zu messen, welche nur ein sehr geringes SNR aufweisen. 

Tripelquanten-gefilterte (TQF) Bilder ermöglichen die Unterscheidung zwischen intra- und 

extrazellulären Natrium und können möglicherweise wertvolle Informationen für die Diagnose 

und Überwachung von Krankheiten liefern. Abgesehen von dem niedrigen SNR, bereiten die 

hohen RF-Sendeleistungen, die für diese Bildgebungstechnik benötigt werden, Probleme 

insbesondere bei UHF. Um dieses Problem zumindest teilweise zu mindern wurde eine 

Modulation der Flipwinkel, welche die TQ-Kohärenzen erzeugen, vorgeschlagen und gezeigt, 

dass sich so die Sensitivität der TQ Sequenz um etwa 20% steigern lässt. 



 

3 LIST OF PUBLICATIONS 
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4 INTRODUCTION 

A short summary of the basics of (sodium) MRI is given in the following chapter. A more 

detailed description can be found for example in (1,2). 

 

4.1 MRI basics 
Magnetic resonance imaging is a powerful diagnostic tool commonly used in radiology. In 

contrast to other imaging techniques such as computed tomography (CT) or positron 

emission tomography (PET), it does not use any ionizing radiation. Instead, MRI relies on 

creating a net spin polarization with a strong static external magnetic field and the 

manipulation of the resulting magnetization with radio frequency and magnetic gradient 

fields. 

 

Nuclei with a non-zero nuclear spin  are a prerequisite for MRI. According to the quantization 

rules postulated by quantum mechanics, the projection of the spin  onto an axis, say the z-

axis, can only take 2 1  discrete values (3): 

 ,   with    , 1, . . . , s 1, s  (4.1) 

where  is the spin quantum number and  the reduced Planck constant. The nuclear 

magnetic moment is proportional to the spin angular momentum and given by: 

 ,  (4.2) 

where  is the gyromagnetic ratio. In the absence of an external field, the 2 1  eigenstates 

of the angular momentum are degenerate. If the nucleus is placed in a static magnetic field, 

e.g. ∙ , the Zeeman splitting lifts this degeneracy. The energy difference between two 

adjacent eigenstates is then given by:  

 ∆ ,  (4.3) 

where  is the Larmor frequency. The actual state of a spin will generally be a superposition 

of all possible eigenstates and the expectation value of the magnetization vector 〈 〉 will be 

time-depend and precess with the Larmor frequency about the direction of the external field: 
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〈 〉	

〈 〉 〈 〉 .  (4.4) 

In case of MRI, the net magnetization  of an entire spin ensemble for a volume  is 

measured: 

 
1

〈 〉.  (4.5) 

 
Figure 4-1. Precession of individual spins about an external magnetic field (B0) parallel to the z-axis. The 

slight tendency of the spins to align with B0 creates a net longitudinal magnetization (M0). The total 

transverse magnetization is zero due to the incoherent precession. 

It should be noted that “an MR measurement does not make the state of an ensemble 

collapse into single-particle eigenstates” (4). Hence each individual nucleus is not forced to 

be in one of the 2 1  eigenstates. The distribution of the angular spin orientations can be 

described by the Boltzmann statistics and is more or less spherically symmetric because the 

thermal energies are large for the considered temperature range (body temperature: T = 310 

K) compared to the energies associated with the spin orientation in the magnetic field. As a 

consequence, there is only a slight tendency of the spins to align with the external field 

(Figure 4-1). Yet, in most cases, the number of nuclei contained in a voxel (i.e. volume 

element) is so large that a useable longitudinal magnetization is created. The net transverse 

magnetization is zero due to the incoherent precession of the spins. It can be shown that the 

value of the longitudinal magnetization (M0) in thermal equilibrium is proportional to B0 (1) 

which provides a motivation for UHF MRI: 

 	 ≅ 	 ,        ( ≪ )  (4.6) 

where  is the spin density and 	the Boltzmann constant. 

z 
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The longitudinal magnetization created by the spin polarization is not measured as such since 

the magnetic polarization associated with the electrons is several orders of magnitude larger 

(2). Instead, a time-dependent RF field with an angular frequency  is applied 

perpendicularly to B0 (Figure 4-2a/b). This additional field produces a torque tilting the net 

magnetization from its equilibrium position into the transverse plane. The transverse 

magnetization ( ), which is precessing with the Larmor frequency as well, generates an 

alternating magnetic flux density, which can induce an electromotive force in a coil oriented 

parallel to the main static magnetic field. 

 

 
Figure 4-2. a: The longitudinal magnetization can be rotated into the transverse plane with an 

additional time-dependent magnetic field (B1) which is perpendicular to B0. In the laboratory frame the 

transverse magnetization precesses with  about the z-axis. b: In a frame rotating with , the B1 field-

vector is stationary and exerts a torque on the magnetization which is flipped into the transverse plane. 

c: Return of the magnetization into thermal equilibrium after an RF excitation in the laboratory frame. 

Assuming for now that the magnetization is not returning to its equilibrium state through 

relaxation processes, the signal measured with a coil having a homogenous receive profile is 

obtained by integrating over the sample: 

 , , , , , ,  (4.7) 

where  is the time- and position-dependent phase of the signal. The rate of change of the 

signal phase is equivalent to an angular frequency and given by: 

 
, , ,

, , , , , , ,  ( 4.8) 

where  is the sum of the main magnetic field and the contributions from time-varying 

magnetic field gradients  produced by additional coils fixed inside the scanner bore: 

 , , , .  ( 4.9) 

Substitution of (4.9) into (4.8) and integration over time yields: 

z z z 

x x' x' y y' y' 

  
 

 

a b c 
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(

 

 

4.10)

Using the following abbreviations to define k-space 

 , , 2 , , , 
  

(

 

4.11)

and passing over to the rotating frame,  equation 4.7 becomes: 

 	 , , .  (4.12)

 

 

The last equation is called ‘signal equation’ and demonstrates that the measured MR signal 

and the position-dependent magnetization are related via the Fourier transformation. The 

required spatial encoding of the signal can be performed by applying magnetic field 

gradients in each spatial dimension (Figure 4-3). Ample information about pulse sequence 

design can be found in (5). 

 

After a spin excitation, the return of the magnetization into thermal equilibrium can be 

quantified by a longitudinal (T1) and a transverse (T2) relaxation time constant. The inverse of 

T1 describes the rate with which the longitudinal magnetization grows back to its equilibrium 

value M0. The T2 relaxation time describes the loss of coherence of the different spins because 

Figure 4-3. Basic sequence diagram showing the timing

of the RF pulse, the analogue-to-digital converter (ADC),

and the gradients. In this example, the echo time (TE) is

defined as the time between the center of the RF pulse

and the start of the signal acquisition. The repetition time

(TR) describes the time between consecutive

excitations. 
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each spin experiences a slightly different nuclear environment and hence magnetic field. 

Additionally, inhomogeneities of the static magnetic field lead to a shorter apparent 

transverse relaxation time T2*: 

 
1
∗

1 1
. 

  

( 

 

4.13)

A set of partial differential equations, introduced by Felix Bloch in 1946 (6), can be used to 

describe the evolution of the magnetization for spin-1/2 particles: 

 

, 

	, 

, 

 ( 4.14)

where   and  are the time-dependent transverse components of the RF transmit field 

generated by the coil. For nuclei with s>1/2 a full quantum mechanical treatment is required 

to describe all the observed phenomena (2,7).  

 

4.2 Sodium MRI 
Hydrogen is found in high concentrations (about 110 M) in the human body in the form of 

water and fat. Together with its favorable MR properties, the hydrogen nucleus is well suited 

for MRI and by far the most imaged nucleus. However, there are several other nuclei with 

non-zero spin (e.g. 17O, 23Na, 31P) present in the human body, which can potentially provide 

additional information about metabolism, cellular integrity and disease progression, for 

example.  

 

Sodium ions play a key role for a number of cellular and metabolic functions (8) and their 

concentration is highly regulated in the human body (9). In the nervous system, signal 

propagation relies on a depolarization of the axons caused by an influx of extracellular 

sodium ions. In the muscular system, a similar depolarization leads indirectly to a muscle 

contraction (8). Aside from its unique biological relevance, the sodium nucleus possesses 

additionally some interesting physical properties, which differ considerably from those of 

hydrogen. The most obvious difference is its spin-3/2 nature. As a consequence, the 

relaxation process is not dominated by dipole-dipole interactions as it is the case for 

hydrogen but rather by interactions of the electric quadrupole moment of the sodium 

nucleus with electric field gradients (EFG) generated by other ions in the vicinity. This fact 

leads amongst other things to very short bi-exponential relaxation times of several tens of 

milliseconds in tissue (10). The relaxation behavior can be described by the following 

functions (11): 
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 1 0.2 exp 0.8 exp ,  (4.15)

 0 0.6 exp 0.4 exp ,   (4.16)

where T1s/f and T2s/f are the slow/fast longitudinal and transverse relaxation times. 

Moreover, new quantum mechanical effects, such as triple quantum coherences (12–15), 

can be observed and exploited to gain supplementary information. A more detailed 

description of the physical properties and spin dynamics of the sodium nucleus can be found 

e.g. in (11,16,17). 

 

Even though 23Na is the second most abundant MR-active nucleus in tissue, its concentration 

is small (30-150 mM)(18–21) compared to hydrogen. The low gyromagnetic ratio ( 23Na  11.26 

MHz/T ≅	 1 4	 1H	⁄ ) and the short transverse relaxation times complicate further the application 

of sodium MRI in a clinical framework and require an adaptation of the imaging techniques 

commonly used for proton MRI. Early on (22), it was noted that ultra-short echo time 

sequences are needed to efficiently acquired the rapidly decaying signal. Since then, a 

multitude of sampling patterns has been presented in the literature for sodium imaging (23–

27). Still, the reduced NMR sensitivity leads to long measurement times and enables the 

acquisition of images with only a coarse spatial resolution at low magnetic field strengths. The 

introduction of high and ultra-high field MR scanners during the last decades permitted 

increasing the achievable spatial resolution while maintaining the same SNR (28–31). 

However, new challenges arise when going to UHF such as reduced B0 and B1 field 

homogeneity or increased specific absorption rates (SAR).  

 

 

 

Figure 4-4. Typical longitudinal and transverse relaxation times for human tissue and fluids. 
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4.3 Objectives 
The first part of this thesis focused on the acquisition of high resolution quantitative sodium 

imaging of the human brain with the aim to decrease partial volume effects and 

consequently increase quantification accuracy. The main design criterion for the coil setup 

was a homogenous and efficient excitation at the sodium frequency, although the possibility 

to acquire proton images for anatomical localization and B0 mapping was considered nearly 

equally important. For accurate quantitation, an ultra-short echo time sequence, which does 

not sample k-space uniformly, was implemented in order to limit the impact of relaxation on 

the measured signal. Since images acquired with non-Cartesian sequences are prone to off-

resonance artefacts, adequate correction methods had to be applied to enhance the 

quality of the sodium images and the resulting tissue sodium concentration (TSC) maps. A 

more detailed description is given further down in the summary of Publication 1. 

 

Although performing sodium MRI at 9.4 T leads already by itself to a substantial increase in 

sensitivity as compared to lower fields, the SNR can be increased further by using multi-

channel coil arrays, which closely follow the anatomy of the human body part to be imaged. 

In the second stage of this thesis, a new combination of three different coils was 

implemented to meet the same requirements as specified for the previous setup but with the 

additional ability to acquire the sodium signal with numerous small receiver loops instead of a 

large volume coil. The setup consisted of a four-channel proton dipole array, a four-channel 

sodium transceiver coil and a 27-channel receiver array. In Publication 2 the performance of 

the proposed coil arrangement was compared to the birdcage coil used in the previous 

imaging setup. 

 

The high sensitivity provided by the three-layered sodium/proton coil and the high magnetic 

field strength were exploited in Publication 3 to perform triple-quantum filtered sodium 

imaging, which intrinsically exhibits a low SNR. While challenging, this technique permits 

differentiating between signals from intra- and extra-cellular sodium and could potentially 

provide useful information for disease diagnosis and monitoring. However, the numerous RF 

pulses which are required for the TQ preparation lead to a high power deposition. In order to 

reduce the associated SAR and increase the efficiency of the TQF measurement, the 

possibility to modulate the flip angles of the RF pulses along the partition-encoding direction 

was investigated in the last part of the thesis. 
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5 PUBLICATION SUMMARIES 

5.1 Publication 1: 
High-resolution quantitative sodium imaging at 9.4 Tesla 

 

The sodium concentration is highly regulated in the human body and a constant sodium 

concentration gradient is maintained by the Na+/K+ pump across the cell membrane. This 

leads to well defined intra- and extracellular sodium concentrations of about 12 and 40 

mmol/L, respectively (9). Any deviation from this non-equilibrium state can be indicative of 

pathological changes induced by e.g. tumors (32), multiple sclerosis (21) or stroke (33). 

Hence, estimating the total sodium concentration might provide useful information for 

diagnostic purposes and monitoring the course of treatment. Unfortunately, the low sodium 

concentrations found in the human body limit the application of quantitative sodium imaging 

a b

Figure 5-1. a: Quadrature-driven 16-rung high-pass sodium birdcage coil. b: Two-channel proton patch 

antenna. 
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at low magnetic field strengths. In order to maintain a clinically acceptable measurement 

time (≈30 min) and a satisfactory SNR, the resolution of the acquired tissue sodium 

concentration maps has to be increased to such an extent that partial volume effects 

cannot be neglected anymore. Consequently, under- or overestimation of the sodium 

content at tissue boundaries impedes an accurate estimation. At UHF strength, the increased 

NMR sensitivity permits reducing the voxel size considerably while maintaining the same SNR. 

The aim of this work was to design and implement a coil setup and the corresponding 

measuring techniques for high-resolution quantitative sodium imaging at 9.4 Tesla.  

 

The sodium signal was acquired with a birdcage coil, which generated a sufficiently 

homogeneous transmit field even at 9.4 T due to the low resonance frequency of the sodium 

nucleus (105.6 MHz) (Figure 5-1a) (34). Although the sodium signal can be used for 

anatomical localization and B0 shimming at UHF (35), it is preferable to accomplish these tasks 

via proton imaging due to the much higher achievable SNR. However, most UHF scanners do 

not possess a body coil, which could be used for proton imaging. Therefore, the ability to 

acquire the proton signal (399.7 MHz) had to be integrated into the coil setup as well. While it 

is possible to design a dual-tuned birdcage coil for proton and sodium imaging (36), the 

achievable transmit homogeneity at 400 MHz would be markedly inferior to the sophisticated 

multi-channel transmit arrays currently used for proton imaging at 9.4 T (37). The additional 

circuitry needed to support both frequencies would lead to a further decrease in transmit 

and receive efficiency for both nuclei. In this work, the sodium birdcage coil was combined 

with a proton patch antenna (38,39) (Figure 5-1b). The antenna was used to create a 

travelling wave within the bore of the scanner, which acted as a wave guide. It was shown 

that a large longitudinal coverage for proton 

imaging could be achieved in this way without 

having any negative effect on the transmit 

performance of the sodium coil. 

 

For quantitative imaging the impact of the 

longitudinal and transverse relaxation on the 

received signal must be minimized. While T1 

weighting can be easily avoided by using repetition 

times (TR) much longer (about 5·T1) than the 

longitudinal relaxation time, the bias introduced by 

the short transverse relaxation time is much harder 

to eliminate. Standard Cartesian sampling schemes, 

which are normally used for proton MRI, are not well 

Figure 5-2. Stack of spirals used for the 

acquisition of sodium density weighted 

images. 
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suited for this task because the minimal echo time is limited by the duration of the phase 

encoding gradients. Instead, center-out sampling patterns such as radial lines and spirals, 

which permit achieving ultra-short echo times (< 1 ms), have to be used. In this work, an 

acquisition-weighted stack of spirals (25,40) was implemented for the acquisition of sodium 

density weighted images (Figure 5-2). However, compared to Cartesian imaging, such 

acquisition schemes are much more susceptible to off-resonance artefacts, which are even 

more pronounced at UHF as a result of the reduced B0 homogeneity. To mitigate this 

problem, the additionally accrued phase of the signal due to B0 offsets was approximated by 

Cebyshev polynomials (41). Together with a B0 field map acquired with the patch antenna, a 

retrospective correction of blurring artifacts could be performed for all images acquired with 

non-Cartesian imaging sequences and resulted in an improved image quality. 

Inhomogeneities of the transmit field were corrected for by mapping the B1 distribution (42) 

and dividing the images on a voxel-by-voxel basis by the sine of the achieved flip angle. 

 

Signal calibration can be performed using either internal reference standards (vitreous humor 

or cerebrospinal fluid (CSF)) or external calibration phantoms. Since internal reference 

Figure 5-3. Transverse (a), coronal (b), and sagittal (c) TSC maps of a healthy volunteer. The reference

cushion was placed below the subject’s head to perform the signal calibration. 
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standards are limited in number and their concentrations are not well determined, a home-

build reference cushion made of silicon-caoutchouc and containing agar gels with six 

different sodium concentrations was used in this study to relate the measured signal intensity 

to the underlying tissue sodium concentrations. The used correction and calibration 

techniques were validated by phantom measurements and used in five healthy human 

volunteers. Sodium density weighted images with a nominal resolution of 1x1x5 mm3 were 

acquired and transformed after corrections into TSC maps. Simulations of the PSF showed that 

the actual voxel size was at least twice as large as the nominal resolution in each spatial 

direction. Nevertheless, a higher sensitivity (SNR per unit time) compared to previous studies 

could be achieved at 9.4 T. The measured sodium concentrations were similar to those 

previously reported in the literature (18,20,21): gray matter 36±2 mmol/L; white matter 31±1 

mmol/L. 

 

In conclusion, high-resolution quantitative imaging is feasible at 9.4 T and provides a much 

higher sensitivity as compared to lower fields. However, given the achievable actual spatial 

resolution partial volume effects are still affecting the determined sodium concentration 

values. This is especially true for gray matter because there is a large concentration 

difference between the CSF-filled sulci and brain tissue. Since a further increase in scanning 

time is not an option, the only way to reduce the voxel size while maintaining the same SNR is 

to perform signal reception with a multi-channel receiver array, which provides a higher 

sensitivity compared to a birdcage coil, at least close to the receive elements (see 

Publication 2). 

 

Contributions 
J. Hoffmann provided the proton patch antenna and helped combining it with the birdcage 

resonator, which was built by G. Shajan. I performed the setup testing and implemented the 

non-Cartesian sequences as well as the required reconstruction and correction algorithms. 

Furthermore, I built the reference cushion, performed the measurements, analyzed the data 

and wrote the manuscript. R. Pohmann and K. Scheffler gave advice on the study design 

and the manuscript. 
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5.2 Publication 2: 
Three-layered RF Coil Arrangement for Sodium MRI of the 

Human Brain at 9.4 Tesla 
 

It has been shown previously for proton imaging at 3 T (120 MHz), which is very close to the 

sodium resonance frequency at 9.4 T, that multi-channel arrays provide a higher SNR 

compared to single channel volume coils (43,44). The SNR increase is most pronounced close 

to the receiver array, while there is no substantial change to be expected in the center of the 

coil.  The aim of this project was to increase the sensitivity further compared to the setup used 

for Publication 1.  

 

 
Figure 5-4. a: 27-channel receive helmet with receive electronics. b: Four-channel sodium transceiver 

array and four-channel proton dipole array. 

The first attempt to place a multi-channel receiver array (Figure 5-4a) inside a birdcage coil 

and to use the patch antenna for RF transmission at the proton frequency proved to be 

unpromising. The numerous cables and the receive electronics belonging to the receiver 

array acted as an RF shield and prevented an efficient proton excitation and reception by 

the patch antenna. As a consequence, the latter was replaced by a four-channel dipole 

array (45), which was fixed as a third outer layer around the sodium coil. Since the rungs of 

the birdcage, which were parallel to the dipole antennas, also shielded the RF field, it was 

necessary to use a four-channel transceiver array for RF transmission at the sodium frequency 

(Figure 5-4b). Receive function was also incorporated into the latter in order to be able to 
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acquire a more or less homogenous reference image with it as explained below (Figure 5-5). 

As the 9.4 T MRI system provided only 32 independent broadband receiver channels and four 

of those were already used up by the proton array, the signal from the four-channel sodium 

transceiver array was combined on the coil and fed to a single receive channel. The 

remaining 27 channels were used for the sodium receiver array (Figure 5-4a). The 

corresponding elements were arranged in four rows on a tight-fitting 3D printed helmet. The 

first two top rows comprised nine loops, which formed complete rings around the helmet. 

There were six elements and one figure-8 coil in the third row. The last row consisted of only 

two loops. The transmit efficiency of the transceiver array was reduced by about 5% due to 

the addition of the receive helmet, while the overall B1+ field distribution remained 

unchanged. In contrast, the B1+ field generated by the dipoles was visibly influenced by the 

cabling of the receiver array. A distortion of the B1+ pattern could be noticed, but the 

amplitude remained similar.  

 

Phased arrays are characterized by an inhomogeneous receive profile (Figure 5-5). In order 

to correct for these intensity variations in the acquired images, a sensitivity map of each 

channel must be created. For proton imaging at low and high field, the body coil is normally 

used to acquire a reference image which exhibits low SNR but at the same time small 

Figure 5-5. Tasks of the different coil components. The proton dipole array was used for anatomical 

localization and B0 mapping. The helmet provided high SNR for sodium imaging. The sensitivity maps 

of the 27-channel array were calculated based on a homogenous reference image acquired with 

the four-channel sodium array. 
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sensitivity variations. If the same image is acquired with a phased array, the sensitivity maps of 

the latter can be easily calculated by dividing both images and applying a smoothing 

algorithm (46). In case of X-nuclei imaging, an adequate substitute for the missing body coil is 

required. In the current coil setup, the four-channel sodium transceiver array provided this 

homogeneous reference image (Figure 5-5).  

 

The performance of the setup was compared to the birdcage coil used for Publication 1. The 

transmit performance of the three-layered coil was about 17% weaker, which can be 

explained in part by the slightly smaller diameter of the birdcage coil and the absence of the 

additional circuitry needed for active detuning. Compared to the birdcage, the 27-channel 

receiver array provided a 2.8-fold SNR increase in the center of a slice passing through the 

top row of receive loops. The SNR gain was even more pronounced at the periphery. In the 

center of the coil, the performance was slightly lower, which can be explained by fact that 

the receive elements were not distributed evenly around the head but followed the anatomy 

of the brain. Sodium density weighted images of the same volunteer acquired with the 

birdcage coil and the 27-channel receiver array are shown for comparison in Figure 5-6. The 

imaging parameters were identical to those used for Publication 1. 

 

 

Figure 5-6. Sodium density weighted images of the same subject acquired with the birdcage (a) and

the 27-channel receiver array (b) after intensity correction. The sequence parameters were: resolution

1x1x5 mm3, TE 0.3 ms, TR 150 ms, readout duration 20 ms, measurement duration 30 min. 
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Figure 5-7. Balanced steady state free precession images from a healthy volunteer after intensity

correction. Sequence parameters: resolution 1.5x1.5x4 mm3, TE 1.5 ms, TR 11 ms, acquisition duration 11

min. 

Figure 5-8. Transverse (a) and sagittal (b) proton images of a healthy volunteer demonstrating the large 

longitudinal coverage provided by the dipole array. Sequence parameters: resolution 1.1x1.1 mm2, slice 

thickness 2 mm, TE 5 ms, TR 300 ms. 
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Excellent image quality could be achieved with the 27-channel receiver array in under 15 

min. Fine anatomical details such as the CSF-filled sulci can be discerned in sodium balanced 

steady state free precession (bSSFP) images (47) (Figure 5-7). Intensity variations in the images 

could be removed by means of the sensitivity correction. The sagittal gradient echo images 

demonstrate the large longitudinal coverage provided by the proton dipole array. The axial 

proton images exhibit several signal dropouts, which were caused by interactions of the RF 

field with components of the sodium coil.  

 

In summary, the coil setup described above fulfilled all the design criteria needed for efficient 

multi-nuclear imaging at 9.4 T. The dipole array allowed for anatomical localization and B0 

shimming and the 27-channel receiver array provided increased sensitivity at the sodium 

frequency.  

 

Contributions 
G. Shajan and I defined the design criteria for the sodium coil. He built the coil and 

performed all the bench measurements. Together, we tested and validated the coil 

arrangement. Moreover, I implemented the imaging sequences and algorithms for B1+ 

mapping and intensity correction. K. Buckenmaier and J. Hoffmann performed the numerical 

coil simulations for the SAR assessment. R. Pohmann and K. Scheffler gave advice on the 

manuscript. 
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5.3 Publication 3: 
Triple-Quantum-Filtered Sodium Imaging at 9.4 Tesla 

 

As a spin-3/2 particle, the sodium nucleus possesses an electric quadrupole moment, which 

makes it sensitive to electric field gradients. In the human body, fluctuating EFGs are 

generated by the thermal motion of other ions or macromolecules in the vicinity of the 

nucleus. In a magnetic field, the four distinct Zeeman eigenstates are perturbed by this 

quadrupolar interaction and the relaxation behavior of the sodium nucleus changes 

depending on the correlation time of these fluctuations (11). If the correlation time is short 

compared to the Larmor period, the relaxation is mono-exponential. If the fluctuations are 

slow and the correlation time is longer than the Larmor period, the relaxation is characterized 

by a bi-exponential decay. 

 

 
Figure 5-9. a: Zeeman splitting in an external magnetic field and perturbation of the energy levels of a 

spin-3/2 particle by the quadrupolar interaction. b: Single-quantum coherences, which are related to 

the observable transverse magnetization. c: Double-quantum coherences. d: Triple-quantum 

coherences. 

For protons only single-quantum coherences, which are associated with transitions between 

the two energy states (ms = ±1/2), can be realized. These transitions are related to the 

observable transverse magnetization. In case of a spin-3/2 particle, double (DQ) and triple-

quantum coherences are in principle possible beside the single-quantum coherences. DQ 

and TQ coherences involve a change ∆ 	 2 and ∆ 	 3, respectively. These 

coherences are not related to an observable magnetization and can, as a consequence, 

not be measured directly. Moreover, these higher transitions are forbidden by coherence 
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transfer selection rules, which can only be violated in media with sufficiently slowly fluctuating 

EFGs (2).  

 

In the human body, sodium ions experience different molecular environments in the intra- 

and extracellular compartment. Outside of the cell, the ions can be considered to be free 

and the fluctuations of the EFGs are so fast that no higher coherences can be created. Within 

the cells, the motion of the sodium ions is restricted and large tumbling macromolecules and 

the cell walls generate slowly varying EFGs, which permit the formation of triple-quantum 

coherences. Hence, the TQ coherences are closely related to intracellular sodium. However, 

it should be noted that higher coherences can also be generated in the extracellular 

compartment by the same mechanism, but to a much smaller extent (48,49). 

 

Since higher quantum coherences are not associated with an observable magnetization, 

they have to be created and then transformed back into measurable transverse 

magnetization. The pulse sequence to achieve this consists of at least three RF pulses (14) 

(Figure 5-10). The polarization of the nuclear ensemble can described by spherical tensor 

operators Tlp, where l is rank and p the order of the coherence (16). The first pulse creates SQ 

(first rank) coherences (T11), i.e. transverse magnetization. The quadrupolar relaxation 

transforms the transverse magnetization into third-rank single quantum coherences (T31) 

during the preparation time . The second pulse increases the order of the coherences and 

produces third-rank triple quantum coherences (T33). The last pulse reduces the order again 

and the quadrupolar relaxation converts the coherences back into transverse magnetization. 

This three-pulse TQ preparation is the most common multiple-quantum filter used for human 

imaging. However, it is also possible to include an additional 180° pulse for refocussing and 

additional robustness again B0 artefacts, however at the expense of a significantly increased 

power deposition (14,15,50). 

 

Figure 5-10. Three-pulse triple quantum preparation. The evolution of the polarization can be described

by spherical tensor operators Tlp. 
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Each RF pulse creates a multitude of coherences but only coherence pathways which 

involve the formation of TQ coherences are of interest for TQ imaging. The selection of these 

pathways is accomplished by phase cycling. Phase cycling relies on the repetition of the TQ 

preparation with different phase settings of the RF pulses. If the phases are chosen 

adequately, only the desired pathways will contribute to the signal after summation of all 

phase cycling steps and all the other contributions will cancel out (14).  

 

A major disadvantage of TQF imaging is the low achievable SNR. In fact, the TQ signal is only 

10% of the already small SQ signal (15). UHF scanners and multi-channel receive coils can be 

used to increase the sensitivity. However, the implementation of the TQ preparation is 

challenging at 9.4 T due to the associated high SAR values. The decreased B0 homogeneity is 

another issue which has to be taken into account because the TQ images are prone to off-

resonance artefacts (51–54). 

 

In the present study, a three-pulse preparation was used to generate multiple-quantum 

coherences. The TQ coherence pathways were filtered out with a two-times-six phase cycling 

scheme, which allowed performing a B0 correction in post-processing (52,54). Since only SQ 

coherences are present immediately after the first RF pulse, sodium density weighted (SDW) 

images could be acquired with a stack of spirals during the preparation time (Figure 5-11a). A 

rephasing gradient was used to null the zeroth gradient moment before the application of 

the second RF pulse and prevent any perturbation of the TQ preparation (50). The TQF 

images were acquired after the third pulse with a stack of double-spirals. Only a few 

interleaves were required to cover the entire k-space. The center-in part of the spiral 

permitted sampling the MR signal also before the formation of the delayed TQ intensity peak 

(Figure 5-11b).  

 

Figure 5-11. a: Spiral trajectory used for the acquisition of SDW images. b: Double-spiral sampling

pattern used to acquire the TQ signal. 
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The highest TQ contrast is achieved if all flip angles of the TQ preparation are equal to 90°. 

The associated high power deposition requires at UHF either a decrease of the flip angles or 

an increase of the pulse duration and/or the repetition time. The first two options lead to a 

reduced TQ signal, while the last option results in a long and inefficient acquisition. In this 

work, the possibility to modulate the flip angles of the TQ preparation along the partition-

encoding direction was investigated. The flip angles were smoothly reduced towards the 

edge of k-space. By doing so, SAR could be reduced while maintaining a high flip angle for 

the central partitions, which are most relevant for image contrast.  

 

The flip angle modulation acts as a filter on k-space and reduces the spatial resolution along 

the partition-encoding direction. Phantom measurements and simulations showed that the 

spatial resolution of the SDW images was much less affected by the flip apodization than the 

TQF images. Nevertheless, the simulation of the sensitivity (SNR per unit time and volume) 

revealed that a more efficient acquisition is possible if the flip angles are modulated. This 

result could be validated by phantom measurements. Moreover, it was demonstrated that 

signal from sodium ions in free motion could be successfully suppressed irrespective of the 

amount of apodization used. 

 

In vivo sequence parameter optimization was performed in one healthy human volunteer. 

The optimal preparation time was 5.5 ms, which is similar to values reported previously in the 

literature (14,15). The durations of the RF pulses were chosen to be 1.5 (1st pulse) and 1 ms (2nd 

and 3rd pulse) based on a compromised between SNR and efficiency of the B0 correction, 

Figure 5-12. TQ images and corresponding SNR maps acquired with (a) and without (b) flip angle 

apodization. The SNR maps have been scaled by the square-root of the required measurement time to 

allow for a fair comparison. 
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which only works well for short RF pulses. The FoV (250 mm2) and the number of partitions (52) 

were identical for the SDW and the TQF acquisition. Further imaging parameters for the SDW 

images were: nominal resolution 2x2x5 mm3, TE1 0.8 ms, RO 3.2 ms, 120 spiral interleaves per 

partition, and 1 average. The TQ images had a nominal resolution of 5x5x5 mm3 and an echo 

time TE2 of 6.5 ms was used. Ten double-spiral interleaves were needed to cover one partition. 

The measurment time was 21 min for a flip angle apodization of 50%. As for the phantom 

measurements, a sensitivity increase of about 20% compared to the standard TQ acquisition 

could be detected. The CSF was not fully suppressed in the in vivo images due to partial 

volume effects caused by the low spatial resolution. Moreover, signal dropouts above the 

nasal cavities could only be mitigated by the B0 correction but not completely avoided. 

 

To sum up, flip angle apodization permits to acquire conventional TQF images with a higher 

sensitivity. The combination of UHF MRI with a multi-channel receive array allowed reducing 

the measurement time to 21 min. The achieved resolution was insufficient to resolve small 

anatomical details, but TQF imaging might still be useful on a slightly larger scale. 

 

Contributions 
 

G. Shajan built the sodium coil. J. Bause assisted in the measurements. K. Buckenmaier and J. 

Hoffmann took care of the numerical simulations for SAR evaluation. K. Scheffler gave advice 

on the manuscript. I implemented the SDW/TQ sequence and the reconstruction algorithms. 

Moreover, I acquired and evaluated the data and wrote the manuscript. 



 

6 CONCLUSION 

Sodium MRI remains challenging even at 9.4 T due to the low intrinsic sensitivity. However, it 

could be shown that dedicated receive hardware and imaging sequences allow to achieve 

an unprecedented image quality. The use of a multi-channel receive coil provided the 

expected SNR gain close to the receive loops as known from proton imaging. This increase in 

sensitivity could be traded in a straightforward manner for higher spatial resolution or shorter 

acquisition times. A high spatial resolution is crucial for accurate TSC mapping because 

partial volume effects otherwise lead to over- or underestimation of the sodium 

concentration at tissue boundaries. At 9.4 T the latter issue could only be mitigated but not 

completely eliminated. 

 

The ability to perform proton together with sodium imaging is a key requirement at ultra-high 

field because anatomical localization as well as B0 shimming and mapping can be 

performed much more efficiently based on the proton than the sodium signal. In this thesis 

two novel coil combinations were developed, which provided this feature without reducing 

the transmit or receive performance of the sodium coil. The efficiency of the patch antenna 

or the dipole array was much lower as compared to a dedicated single-resonant proton coil. 

However, the performance of the two setups was sufficient for the intended purpose. 

 

Ultra-high field MRI provides a higher sensitivity but at the same time it makes the acquisition 

of images slightly more complicated. While elevated specific absorption rates or B0/B1 

inhomogeneities are in most cases only a minor issue at low field, they need to be addressed 

with adequate coping and correction strategies at UHF. 

 

Although sodium imaging cannot compete with proton MRI regarding spatial resolution and 

SNR, the combination of the two modalities should allow increasing the diagnostic value of 

an MR examination. While only healthy volunteers were scanned within the framework of this 

thesis, the obtained results advocate the application of the implemented methods in patients 

in order to evaluate their potential regarding disease diagnosis and monitoring. 
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8 ABBREVIATIONS AND PHYSICAL CONSTANTS 

8.1 Abbreviations 
B0 main static magnetic field 

B1 RF transmit field 

bSSFP balanced steady state free precession 

CON Cones trajectory 

CSF cerebrospinal fluid 

DAR density adapted radial projection imaging 

DQ double-quantum 

EFG electric field gradient 

FoV field of view 

FWHM full width at half maximum 

GRE gradient echo 

MRI magnetic resonance imaging  

MRT Magnetresonanztomografie 

NMR nuclear magnetic resonance 

PSF point-spread function 

RAD radial projection imaging 

RF radio frequency 

RO readout 

SAR specific absorption rate 

SDW spin density weighted 

SNR Signal-to-noise ratio 

SQ single-quantum 

T1 longitudinal relaxation time 

T2 transverse relaxation time 

T2f fast T2 component 

T2s slow T2 component 
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TE echo time 

TPI twisted projection imaging 

TQ triple-quantum 

TQF triple-quantum filtering 

TR repetition time 

TSC tissue sodium concentration 

UHF ultra-high field 

 

 

8.2 Physical Constants 
H 42.58 MHz/T Larmor constant 1H 

Na 11.26 MHz/T Larmor constant 23Na 

kB 1.38 × 10-23  J/K Boltzmann constant 

 1.05×10−34 Reduced Planck constant 
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High-Resolution Quantitative Sodium Imaging
at 9.4 Tesla

Christian C. Mirkes,1,2* Jens Hoffmann,2 G. Shajan,2 Rolf Pohmann,2

and Klaus Scheffler1,2

Purpose: Investigation of the feasibility to perform high-

resolution quantitative sodium imaging at 9.4 Tesla (T).
Methods: A proton patch antenna was combined with a
sodium birdcage coil to provide a proton signal without com-

promising the efficiency of the X-nucleus coil. Sodium density
weighted images with a nominal resolution of 1 � 1 � 5 mm3

were acquired within 30 min with an ultrashort echo time
sequence. The methods used for signal calibration as well as
for B0, B1, and off-resonance correction were verified on a

phantom and five healthy volunteers.
Results: An actual voxel volume of roughly 40 mL could be
achieved at 9.4T, while maintaining an acceptable signal-to-

noise ratio (8 for brain tissue and 35 for cerebrospinal fluid).
The measured mean sodium concentrations for gray and white

matter were 36 6 2 and 31 6 1 mmol/L of wet tissue, which
are comparable to values previously reported in the literature.
Conclusion: The reduction of partial volume effects is essen-

tial for accurate measurement of the sodium concentration in
the human brain. Ultrahigh field imaging is a viable tool to

achieve this goal due to its increased sensitivity. Magn Reson
Med 73:342–351, 2015. VC 2014 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.

Key words: sodium MRI; UTE imaging; sodium quantification;
traveling wave

INTRODUCTION

Sodium (23Na) is the second most abundant MR-active
nucleus in the human body with intra- and extracellular
concentrations of approximately 12 and 140 mM (1),
respectively. It plays an important role in cellular ion
homeostasis and cell viability. It has been shown previ-
ously that pathological changes of the sodium concentra-
tion in the human brain (2) and articular cartilage (3,4)
can be monitored by means of 23Na MRI. Unfortunately,
the physical properties (5) of the sodium nucleus and the
low in vivo concentrations lead to an inherently low sen-
sitivity and complicate its use in clinical applications.

The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the acquired tissue
sodium concentration (TSC) maps can be increased in a
straightforward manner either by decreasing the spatial
resolution or by increasing the scanning time. While the
latter option may lead to inacceptable measurement dura-
tions, a coarse spatial resolution leads to partial volume
effects, which cause under- or overestimation of the
sodium content at tissue boundaries. Fortunately, the
SNR depends on additional parameters, such as k-space
acquisition strategy, coil design, and magnetic field
strength, which leave room for optimization. During the
last decades, several ultrashort echo time (UTE) sequences
(6–8) with non-Cartesian sampling patterns for sodium
imaging have been presented in the literature and made it
possible to trade some of the gained SNR for higher spa-
tial resolution. The availability of MR scanners with ultra-
high magnetic field strength permits to increase the
sensitivity even further, as the SNR scales approximately
linearly with the main static magnetic field (B0).

Because B0 homogeneity decreases with increasing

field strength, shimming and retrospective off-resonance

correction are essential at ultrahigh field strength. In

contrast to conventional MR systems, ultrahigh field

scanners do normally not possess a proton body coil,

which could be used for B0 shimming and anatomical

localization. While this can be done using the sodium

signal, which has been shown to have a sufficiently high

SNR at 9.4 Tesla (T) (9), proton imaging is still preferred

due its higher sensitivity and consequently shorter

acquisition times. In the past, dual-frequency coils (10)

and nested-coil designs (11) were used to enable multi-

nuclear imaging despite the fact that these setups almost

inevitably compromise coil performance for both nuclei.

In addition, due to the decreasing wavelength of the pro-

ton signal and the correspondingly strong B1 inhomoge-

neity at 9.4T, highly complex multichannel transmit

coils in combination with B1-shimming would be

required for acceptable image quality (12).
In this study, five healthy subjects were scanned at

9.4T to benefit from the higher NMR sensitivity com-
pared with lower fields and to obtain sodium images of
the human brain with a high spatial resolution, which
should allow for more accurate sodium quantification
due to reduced partial volume effects. A novel combina-
tion of a sodium birdcage coil with a proton patch
antenna was used to preserve the efficiency of the X-
nucleus coil while insuring a satisfactory coverage of the
entire brain by proton imaging. Moreover, the impact of
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relaxation on the shape of the point-spread function
(PSF) and the sodium quantification was evaluated
through simulations.

METHODS

Technical Setup

All the measurements were performed on a Siemens
(Erlangen, Germany) 9.4T whole-body MRI scanner
equipped with a SC72 gradient system having a maximal
amplitude of 40 mT/m and a maximal slew rate of 200
T/m/s. The sodium signal was acquired with a home-
built 16-rung high-pass birdcage coil, which was driven
in quadrature and had a resonance frequency of 105.7
MHz. The length and the diameter of the coil were 21
and 25 cm, respectively. A capacitively adjustable two
channel patch antenna (13) placed closely behind the X-
nucleus coil was used for excitation and reception of the
proton signal (14).

Imaging Sequences

An acquisition weighted stack of spirals (AWSOS) (15)
was used for the acquisition of sodium density weighted
images. The nominal resolution of the sodium images was
1 � 1 � 5 mm3 and the readout duration was 20 ms. A
rectangular RF pulse with a nominal flip angle of 90� and
a duration of 500 ms was used for nonselective excitation
of the sodium nuclei. Each partition-encoding gradient
was prepared with the shortest possible duration and
hence the time between the center of the RF pulse and
the data acquisition varied between the chosen echo time
(TE) of 0.30 ms for the central and 0.73 ms for the outer-
most partition. The repetition time (TR) was set to 150 ms
to allow for a full recovery of the magnetization before
each excitation. Further imaging parameters were: field of
view (FOV) 240 mm2, 44 partitions, and six averages. The
measurement time for the sodium density weighted
images was 30 min. In addition, gradient echo proton
images (TE¼5 ms, TR¼200 ms) were acquired within 1
min for anatomical reference. The in-plane resolution and
the slice thickness of these images were 1.4 � 1.4 mm2

and 2.5 mm, respectively. The imaging protocols for the
phantom and in vivo measurements were identical.

Non-Cartesian imaging sequences are susceptible to
hardware imperfections such as gradient delays, but also
to concomitant eddy currents generated by oscillating
gradient waveforms in the conducting materials of the
coils and the scanner. As has been shown previously
(16), image quality can be significantly improved by
measuring the actual trajectory taken in k-space. This
measurement was performed using the proton signal
with the method proposed by Duyn et al (17) on a spher-
ical oil phantom placed inside the sodium coil. The gra-
dient waveforms were multiplied by g23Na=g1H

to account
for the different Larmor constants.

The image reconstruction of the nonuniformly
sampled raw data was carried out in several steps on a
standard PC using Matlab (The Mathworks, Natick, MA).
First, Kaiser-Bessel gridding was performed for each par-
tition (18). Then, a three-dimensional (3D) Hanning win-
dow was applied to the resampled signal to suppress

high-frequency noise components. Finally, the filtered
images were reconstructed by applying a 3D Fast Fourier
transformation to the k-space.

Field Mapping and Correction

Although off-resonance artifacts are less severe for
sodium than for proton imaging due to the lower gyro-
magnetic ratio, they can still degrade image quality sig-
nificantly at ultrahigh field strength. Hence, B0

shimming was performed based on the proton signal
using the automatic shimming interface of the scanner.
The resulting B0 field distribution was mapped with a
standard 2D Cartesian double-echo gradient echo proton
sequence with TE1¼ 3.1 ms and TE2¼ 3.9 ms. Other
acquisition parameters were: FOV 265 � 265 mm2, band-
width 500 Hz/pixel, acquisition time 2 min, slices 45,
slice thickness 2.5 mm, and in-plane resolution 2 � 2
mm2. Due to the lower gyromagnetic ratio of the sodium
nucleus, the obtained frequency differences (Dv) had to
be multiplied by g23Na=g1H

.
Inhomogeneities of the local static magnetic field and

concomitant gradient fields cause an unwanted phase
accrual and lead to image blurring. Neglecting relaxation,
the signal equation for an object with spin density m rð Þ
is given in this case by:

s tð Þ ¼
Z

m rð Þexp �i2pk tð Þ � r � iDv rð Þt � iwc r;GðtÞ;B0ð Þð Þdr;

[1]

where kðtÞ represents the k-space trajectory, G tð Þ the
encoding gradients and wc the additional phase gener-
ated by concomitant fields. Because concomitant gra-
dients and consequently wc are in a first order
approximation inversely proportional to B0, their contri-
bution to the global phase can be neglected at ultrahigh
field strength (19). The remaining off-resonance factor ex
p �iDv rð Þtð Þ was approximated by a linear combination
of Chebyshev polynomials, which allowed performing
a retrospective correction of blurring artifacts for all
images acquired with non-Cartesian imaging sequences
(20).

The coil load dependent reference voltage (V
90
� ),

defined as the voltage required to achieve a 90� flip
angle with a rectangular pulse within 500 ms, was esti-
mated at the beginning of each scanning session by
acquiring several free induction decays (FID) with differ-
ent transmitter voltages (V ) and a constant pulse dura-
tion (t). These FIDs were then Fourier transformed and
the absolute value of a sine was fitted to the central peak
of the spectra:

SðVÞ ¼ A

�����sin
p

2

V � t
V

90
� � 500 ms

 !�����þ C; [2]

where A and C are additional fitting parameters. Based
on this reference voltage, the required power for all the
pulses in the following experiments could be calculated
by the scanner software. The actual spatial distribution
of the B1 field was mapped with the double-angle
method (21) for retrospective correction. For this
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purpose, two images with nominal flip angles of a¼ 45�

and 2a¼ 90� were acquired with the non-Cartesian
sequence described above. The spatial resolution was
reduced to 5 � 5 � 5 mm3 as the B1 field is expected to
vary smoothly across the imaged volume. The readout
duration was 8 ms in this case and the acquisition time
for each image was 5 min. Other parameters such as
FOV, number of partitions, and TR remained unchanged.
The actual flip angle map was calculated as follows:

aactual rð Þ ¼ cos �1 I2 rð Þ
2I1 rð Þ ; [3]

where I1 rð Þ and I2 rð Þ are the signal intensities of the
images acquired with flip angles of a and 2a, respec-
tively. The signal intensity was corrected by multiplying
the sodium density weighted images with the following
scaling factor:

fB1 ¼ sin FA � aactual

a

� �
� aactual

� ��1

; [4]

where FA is the nominal flip angle used for the acquisi-
tion of the TSC maps. The first factor in Eq. [4] describes
the distribution of the actual flip angle and the second
factor accounts for spatial differences in receive sensitiv-
ity of the birdcage coil, assuming that the transmit sensi-
tivity is a good approximation of the receive sensitivity
according to the principle of reciprocity (22).

The influence of the patch antenna on the performance
of the sodium coil was evaluated by mapping the B1

field produced by the latter in a large cylindrical phan-
tom containing an aqueous solution of sodium chloride
(75 mM) with and without the presence of the patch
antenna. Six images were acquired for different transmit-
ter voltages and a sine (Eq. [2]) was fitted to the signal
intensity on a voxel-by-voxel basis. The advantage of
this approach over the double angle method is that it
works for a much larger range of flip angles. However, it
requires a longer acquisition time, which makes it less
suitable for in vivo measurements. The TR was set to
250 ms resulting in a measurement time of 5 min per
image. In the first setting the antenna was present and
used to calculate optimal shim currents. The same shim
currents were also used for the second setting without
the antenna.

Point-Spread Function

The resolution of an MR image is determined by many
factors such as the filters which are applied to the raw
images, the PSF given by the k-space sampling pattern,
and the blurring introduced by the T2* decay of the
received signal itself. As a matter of fact, the spatial reso-
lution depends not only on the sequence parameters but
also on the physical properties of the matter contained
in the voxel. The effective PSF, incorporating all the
aforementioned contributions, was simulated for differ-
ent T2* values including the used Hanning filter to esti-
mate the expected final resolution. The following
biexponential model function was used to mimic the
relaxation properties of sodium in tissue (5):

RðtÞ ¼ 0:6 exp � t

T2f

� �
þ 0:4 exp � t

T2s

� �
; [5]

where T2f and T2s are the fast and slow components of
the transverse relaxation.

The function deconvblind provided by Matlab
(R2010a) (see Matlab documentation for more details)
was used to perform a blind deconvolution of an image
slice and obtain experimentally a 2D estimate of the
effective PSF, which was then compared with the
simulations.

MRI Phantoms and Human Subjects

The validation of the methods used for sodium quantifi-
cation was performed on a phantom containing two sets
of four tubes each filled with 2% and 6% w/w agarose
(Sigma-Aldrich) gels, respectively (Fig. 1a). The gels
were prepared by adding agarose crystals to aqueous sol-
utions of sodium chloride with concentrations of 25, 50,
100, and 150 mM. The solutions were heated in an auto-
clave before being poured into the tubes, which were
then immersed in a cylindrical container filled with a
125 mM solution of sodium chloride. Moreover, a 1-cm-
thick Plexiglas plate with holes of different diameters
was added to assess the achieved resolution (Fig. 1b).

Sodium density weighted images can only be con-
verted to meaningful TSC maps if an adequate reference
standard is available. In this study, the subjects’ head
rested on a cushion which was made of silicone-

FIG. 1. a: Schematic representation of the phantom with sodium
concentrations given in mM and agarose content in percent. b: Reso-
lution plate with hole diameters ranging from 1 to 8 mm. c: Relaxation

correction factor (Eq. [7]) for different T1 and T2* values assuming u

¼ 90
�
; TE¼0.3 ms, and TR¼150 ms.
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caoutchouc and contained six compartments filled with
agarose gels. These gels (2% w/w agarose) were prepared
as described above and had the following sodium con-
centrations: 25, 50, 75, 100, 125, and 150 mM NaCl.

The T1 relaxation times of the gels and the aqueous
NaCl solution were measured by an inversion recovery
experiment using the non-Cartesian sampling pattern
described above and the following inversion times (TI):
6, 12, 18,. . ., 66 ms. The duration of the inversion pulse
was set to 1.0 ms to stay within SAR limits. The TR was
TIþ200 ms and the total scanning time was 45 min for a
spatial resolution of 3 � 3 � 5 mm3. Although the longi-
tudinal relaxation is expected to be biexponential in the
agarose gels, only a monoexponential fit was performed
on a voxel-by-voxel basis, because the theoretical ratio of
the fast and slow component is merely 1=4 (5) and the
minimal achievable TIs do not allow for accurate deter-
mination of the value of the short component. The meas-
ured longitudinal relaxation times were 56.5 6 1.0 ms for
the NaCl solution, 45.7 6 1.5 ms for the 2% agrarose gels
and 31.0 6 2.1 ms for the 6% agrarose gels.

The T2* relaxation times were estimated by acquiring
11 sets of images with a multiecho AWSOS sequence.
Each set consisted of five echoes spaced by 8.53 ms. The
TEs of the first echo for each set were: 0.3, 1, 2, 3,. . ., 10
ms. The resolution was the same as for the T1 measure-
ment and the TR was 200 ms, which led to a measure-
ment time of 38 min. A monoexponential fit was used to
estimate the transverse relaxation time of sodium in
aqueous solution (T2*¼ 55.161.3 ms), while a biexpo-
nential fit allowed determining T2f and T2s of the gels
(2% agarose gels: T2f¼ 9.8 6 0.7 ms, T2s¼ 32.5 6 2.7 ms;
6% agarose gels: T2f¼ 4.0 6 0.2 ms, T2s¼ 26.3 6 1.3 ms).
The ratio of the slow and fast component was fixed (Eq.
[5]) because biexponential fitting is very error-prone,
especially if many free parameters are available.

In accordance with local research ethics policies and
procedures, the five healthy volunteers (4 males, 1
female, average age: 29 6 4 years) underwent a physical
health check performed by a local physician before being
recruited for this study. Each of them provided written
informed consent before the MR examination.

SNR Measurement

The SNR for a region of interest (ROI) was calculated by
the following formula:

SNR ¼ 0:655
S

s
; [6]

where S is the mean signal intensity in the ROI and s

the apparent standard deviation (SD) of the noise in mul-
tiple regions in the background. The correction factor of
0.655 accounts for the fact that the SNR was determined
from magnitude images (23).

In Vivo TSC Maps

To perform a signal calibration, a ROI spanning over sev-
eral image slices was drawn in each compartment of the
reference cushion and the mean signal intensity was cal-
culated. Based on the previously determined values for

T1, T2f, and T2s, the signal intensities of the gels were
corrected for relaxation effects with the following factor
(24):

fRelax ¼
1� exp � TR

T1

� �
1� cos u � exp � TR

T1

� � � 0:6 exp � TE

T2f

� ��0
@

þ0:4 exp � TE

T2s

� ��!�1

;

[7]

where u is the actual flip angle achieved during the
acquisition of the sodium density weighted images.

A linear calibration was performed to relate the cor-
rected signal intensity to the sodium concentration (C)
and vice versa:

I ¼ a � Cþ b: [8]

Caution was taken that all the reference samples used
for the calibration exhibited a sufficient SNR, because
the magnitude operation will reduce the apparent SD of
the signal intensity in a ROI in case of low SNR and arti-
ficially increase the mean signal intensity. In general,
sodium concentrations can only be calibrated or quanti-
fied if the SNR is sufficiently high (�5). The parameter b
in Eq. [8] was set to zero, because there should be no off-
set if the aforementioned condition is fulfilled.

If the T1 and T2* values of the human tissue were
known for each voxel, the signal intensity could be cor-
rected for relaxation effects to improve the accuracy of
the TSC maps. However, such measurements require an
unacceptable long scanning time and were therefore not
performed. Instead, the images were directly converted
to TSC maps based on the calibration parameter from Eq.
[8]. The factor fRelax given in Eq. [7] was calculated for
different values of T1 and T2* (monoexponential) to esti-
mate the quantification error caused by omitting the
intensity correction for relaxation effects. According to
Figure 1c, the relative error is well below 10% for typical
values of T1 (25–40 ms) and T2* (T2f¼ 2–5 ms, T2s¼ 15–
25 ms) found in human brain tissue (25). For cerebrospi-
nal fluid (CSF) or vitreous humor (T1 � T2* � 55 ms),
however, the relative error can reach up to 8%.

RESULTS

PSF and Resolution

Figures 2a,b show the simulated PSF with the sequence
parameters used for the acquisition of the sodium den-
sity weighted images in case of no, mono-, and biexpo-
nential relaxation. T2f and T2s were chosen to be
comparable to values found in human brain. The meas-
ured full width at half maximum (FWHM) is equal to
twice the voxel size in each direction if the signal is not
affected by relaxation. The width of the effective PSF is
determined in this case only by the k-space sampling
pattern and the Hanning filter. If a monoexponential
decay is assumed, the FWHM in the plane of highest
resolution, defined as the xy-plane, increases to 2.3
(T2*¼15 ms) or 2.9 (T2*¼5 ms) voxels, respectively.
A biexponential relaxation (T2f¼ 5 ms, T2s¼ 15 ms)
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results in a FWHM of 2.5 voxels. Owing to the short
encoding time in partition-direction, the FWHM of the
PSF is only marginally broadened due relaxation effects
and predominantly determined by the k-space filter.

Profiles along the holes with diameters ranging from 1
to 5 mm in the xy-plane and 6 to 8 mm in the z-plane
are shown in Figure 2c. All holes with diameters down
to 2 mm could be easily resolved in the plane of highest
resolution. However, the smallest holes with a diameter
of only 1 mm are significantly blurred, indicating that
the actual spatial resolution was approximately two
times lower (2 � 2 � 10 mm3) than defined by the
sequence parameters. The same holds true for the
observed resolution in the z-plane, where the spacing of
the holes was insufficient to obtain well separated peaks.
Figure 2d shows the estimated PSFxy obtained by blindly
deconvolving a slice containing the resolution plate. The
FWHM (2.3 mm) of the PSF is slightly higher than
would be expected from the simulations for sodium in
aqueous solution with a transverse relaxation time of
approximately 55 ms.

Field Mapping and Calibration

Figure 3a depicts the B1 field distribution of the sodium
birdcage coil with and without the presence of the patch
antenna. The difference image (Fig. 3b) demonstrates
that the observed patterns are similar except for regions
close to the patch antenna. Because the shim currents
could not be recalculated after the removal of the patch
antenna, it is likely that large frequency shifts occurred

at the bottom of the phantom once facing the antenna
and lead to a reduction of the flip angle is these areas.
Moreover, the patch antenna might act as an endcap to
the birdcage and increase its efficiency, which would
explain the higher B1 seen in the map made with the
patch antenna present (26). Inaccurate repositioning of
the phantom after removing the patch antenna is another
source of error, which should, however, only contribute
slightly to the observed differences. Nevertheless, the
field distributions are similar enough to conclude that
the patch antenna has only a slight influence on the B1

field of the birdcage or might even improve the latter.
Figure 4a shows the B0 map for the phantom and the ref-

erence cushion. The largest frequency shifts occur in the

FIG. 2. a: Simulated PSF in the plane of highest resolution in case of no, mono-, and biexponential relaxation. b: PSF in the z-plane.
The FWHM is only slightly influenced by relaxation effects. c: Profiles of the signal intensity through holes of different diameters in the

xy- and z-plane. The bars below the peaks indicate the expected diameter in millimeter. d: Interpolated estimate of the PSFxy obtained
by blind-deconvolution. The PSF is symmetric and has a FWHM of 2.3 mm, which is slightly higher than the width of the simulated PSF
(dashed line) for T2* ¼55 ms.

FIG. 3. a: B1 maps of the sodium birdcage coil with and without
the patch antenna (PA) present. b: Difference image demonstrat-

ing that the field distribution is similar in both settings except for
regions close to the patch antenna (bottom of the phantom).
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gels of the reference cushion and at the top of the phan-
tom. The range of measured off-resonance frequencies for
the sodium nuclei is approximately 240 Hz after shim-
ming. The B1 field produced by the birdcage is highest in
the center of the phantom and slowly falls off toward both
ends of the coil (Fig. 4b). Sodium density weighted images
after B0 and B1 correction are shown in Figure 4c. A pro-
file through the phantom before and after intensity correc-
tion demonstrates its effectiveness (Fig. 4d). The signal
intensities of 15 ROIs selected in the aqueous NaCl solu-
tion and the gels of the phantom and the reference cush-
ion were corrected for relaxation effects according to Eq.
[7] and plotted against the known sodium concentrations.
The error on the concentration values was assumed to be
2% to account for possible inaccuracies which occurred
during the preparation of the gels. The error on the signal
intensity was estimated by the standard deviation meas-
ured in the selected ROIs. A linear regression was per-
formed to obtain the slope of the calibration line (Eq. [8]).
The coefficient of determination R2¼0.9846 indicates that
the data is well approximated by a linear model (Fig. 4e).
B0 inhomogeneity as seen at the edge of the FOV and
imperfect B1 correction can affect the signal intensity and
increase the spread of the data points along the regression
line. If the calibration parameter was determined based on
the reference samples in the cushion and used to trans-
form the image shown in Figure 4c into a sodium concen-

tration map, then the mean relative error on the
concentration of the gels in the cylindrical phantom
would be around 8%.

In Vivo Measurements

For consistency, all in vivo images presented in the fig-
ures are taken from the first of the five healthy human
subjects if not stated otherwise. Figure 5a shows gradient
echo proton images acquired with the patch antenna.
The spatial distribution of the B1 field produced by the
birdcage coil is depicted in Figure 5b. A Gaussian filter
was applied to smooth the maps for the B1 correction.
Note that the double-angle method was not able to accu-
rately determine the B1 value below the cerebellum,
because the achieved flip angle in these areas was below
the limit of resolvability of the mapping method. Shim-
ming allowed to homogenize the B0 field (Fig. 5c) over
the brain and reduced the range of off-resonances to 10–
30 Hz within the upper brain and to approximately 100
Hz in the lower brain and areas close to the sinuses. The
conjugate phase reconstruction could improve image
quality in certain areas even further as demonstrated in
Figure 5d,e, where off-resonance artifacts around the
subject’s eyes and in the brain were mitigated.

Figure 6 shows transverse, coronal, and sagittal
sodium images of the five subjects before B0 and B1

FIG. 4. a: B0 map showing the off-resonance frequency for the sodium nuclei in Hz. b: Spatial distribution of the B1 field produced by
the sodium birdcage coil. c: Sodium density weighted images after combined B0 and B1 correction. The images were interpolated along

the partition-encoding direction (bottom) to match the in-plane resolution. d: Profile through the phantom corresponding to the dashed
line shown in (c) before and after intensity correction. e: Relaxation corrected signal intensities of the aqueous solution, the internal
(phantom), and the external (cushion) reference samples versus known sodium concentration.
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correction. Based on these images, the SNR was deter-
mined according to Eq. [6] for seven ROIs: white and
gray matter in the prefrontal cortex, CSF, vitreous
humor, and three gels of the reference cushion (25, 50,
and 75 mM). The corresponding values as well as the
mean, minimum, and maximum values found across the
subjects are summarized in Table 1. Similar results are
found in the different ROIs for all the subjects. Due to its
high sodium concentration and its location in the center
of the brain, the CSF exhibits the highest SNR with an
average value of 35. White and gray matter only reach a
SNR of 8 and 9, respectively.

TSC maps were calculated for each of the five volun-
teers using the six reference samples contained in the
cushion. The TSC maps for the first volunteer are shown
in Figure 7. The CSF in the ventricles and the sulci of the
brain can be well discerned due to its high sodium con-
centration. Table 2 summarizes the sodium concentrations
measured in four ROIs: white and gray matter in the pre-
frontal cortex, CSF, and vitreous humor. The concentra-
tions of CSF and vitreous humor given in Table 2 were
corrected for relaxation effects according to Eq. [7] assum-
ing T1 and T2 to be identical to the values determined for
the 125 mM NaCl solution of the phantom. The average
sodium concentration in white matter, gray matter, CSF
and vitreous humor was 31 6 1, 36 6 2, 125 6 6, and
134 6 5 mmol/L of wet tissue, respectively. The error on
the values reported in Table 2 was estimated to be 10%
considering the standard deviation of the signal in the
selected ROIs, the error caused by omitting the correction
for relaxation effects, and other possible inaccuracies due
to not entirely corrected B0 and B1 inhomogeneities.

DISCUSSION

In this study, we have shown that it is possible to obtain
TSC maps with a high spatial resolution at ultrahigh
field strength. In the phantom experiment, the real reso-
lution was estimated to be up to two times lower than
specified by the sequence parameters. The resolution
achieved in vivo is difficult to assess quantitatively, but
will be in most cases lower than predicted by the phan-
tom measurement due to through-plane partial volume
effects, shorter transverse relaxation times, and possible
motion of the subject’s head during the measurement.

FIG. 5. a: Proton images serving as anatomical reference. b: Spatial

B1 field distribution produced by the 23Na birdcage coil. c: B0 field
maps showing the off-resonance frequency for the sodium nucleus
in Hz. d: Sodium raw image before B0 field correction. e: Blurring

artifacts around the eyes and in the brain could be reduced by the
fast conjugate phase reconstruction.

FIG. 6. Transverse, sagittal, and coronal sodium images of the five subjects before B0 and B1 correction.
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The long acquisition time for the sodium images could
be shortened up to a certain degree without decreasing
the SNR by adding a receive-array to the birdcage coil to
increase the sensitivity (27).

Although the real voxel size was roughly 40 mL, partial
volume effects in the partition-encoding direction could
still lead to considerable quantification errors as can be
seen from the CSF values reported in Table 2, which are
outside the normal range (135–150 mM). Due to the large
concentration difference between CSF and tissue, already
small partial volume effects can lead to a significant
drop of the measured signal intensity. The same problem
arises when determining the sodium concentration of the
gray matter on the highly convoluted cortex. In this case,
the value of the TSC is overestimated. The sodium con-
centrations measured in vitreous humor are approxi-
mately in the expected range owing to the size of the
eye. Moreover, note that the B1 correction leads to sys-

tematically lower sodium concentrations for fluids,
because the double angle method overestimates the
achieved flip angle for nuclei affected by saturation. As
has been shown previously (15), a high spatial resolution
is essential for accurate TSC mapping, because the meas-
ured sodium concentrations increase significantly with
increasing voxel size due to partial volume effects. The
same effect was also noted in the present study when
the images were reconstructed with a smaller spatial
resolution. If the in-plane resolution was decreased by a
factor of two in each direction, the TSC for gray matter
increased by more than 30%.

TSC and SNR values from several previous studies
performed over the last ten years are listed in Table 3.
The improved sensitivity at higher field strength permit-
ted increasing the spatial resolution considerably. The
highest actual resolution was achieved in a study at 7T
(15) at the expense of the available SNR. Taking the

Table 1
SNR of Gray Matter, White Matter, CSF, Vitreous Humor, and Three Gels of the Reference Cushiona

Volunteer Gray matter White matter CSF Vitreous humor Ref.25 mM Ref.50 mM Ref.75 mM

1 8 8 32 24 7 12 18
2 11 10 43 37 8 16 25

3 9 8 35 28 7 14 22
4 11 9 37 33 8 15 24
5 8 7 30 23 6 12 19

Minimum 8 7 30 23 6 12 18
Maximum 11 10 43 37 8 16 25

Mean6SD 962 861 3565 2966 761 1462 2263

aThe calculated standard deviation for all SNR values is approximately one. The lowest, highest, and mean values are given at the bot-

tom of the table.

FIG. 7. TSC maps. Note that no

correction for relaxation effects
has been performed for the TSC
values. The transverse slices (a)

exhibit a higher spatial resolution
than the coronal (b) and sagittal
(c) ones because of the asym-

metric voxel size used for the
acquisition.
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differences in voxel volume into account, the SNR per
unit time reached for CSF was in the current study more
than 50% higher. The TSC values measured here are,
although somewhat lower, close to the theoretical value
of approximately 34 mmol/L of wet tissue (28) and are
comparable to values reported in previous studies at
high and ultrahigh field strength. The slightly lower val-
ues may in part be due to the fact that no correction for
relaxation effects was performed. Although independent
validation of the sodium concentrations found in the
human brain would be desirable, the invasive nature of
the available chemical and physical methods makes their
application challenging.

If external reference samples placed at the edge of the
FOV are used for calibration, B0 and B1 inhomogeneities
can cause quantification errors, which can be mitigated
by adequate correction methods. Internal references,
such as CSF, are far less affected by these problems.
However they suffer from different shortcomings such a
partial volume effects, limited number of samples, and

perhaps imprecisely known relaxation times and 23Na
concentrations. It is for these reasons that no internal
references were used for signal calibration in this study.
A third possibility to perform a signal calibration is to
run a separate scan with a phantom mimicking the elec-
trical properties of a human head and containing an
adequate number of reference samples (29). This method
relies on the assumption that the loading of the coil is
the same for the phantom and the in vivo measurement,
which might be difficult to achieve in all cases.

The use of the patch antenna and the proton instead of
the sodium signal should not have a significant influence
on the accuracy of the trajectory measurements, because
the gradient delays do not depend on the coil or the
nucleus used for measuring them as long as the entire coil
setup remains unchanged. Moreover, the trajectory mea-
surement provides a valid first order approximation of tra-
jectory deviations caused by eddy currents, even if the
gradients used during the actual sodium measurements
are approximately four (g1H =g23Na

) times stronger. Trajectory

Table 2
Mean Sodium Concentration in Four ROIs in Millimoles per Liter Voxel Volume: White and Gray Matter in the Prefrontal Cortex, CSF,

and Vitreous Humor a

[years]
[mmol/L of wet tissue] [mmol/L]

Volunteer Age White matter Gray matter CSF Vitreous humor

1 27 30 6 3 34 6 3 124 6 12 134 6 13

2 24 31 6 3 35 6 4 128 6 13 135 6 14
3 34 31 6 3 38 6 4 131 6 13 127 6 13
4 28 29 6 3 36 6 4 115 6 12 136 6 14

5 30 32 6 3 37 6 4 127 6 13 140 6 14

Mean 6 SD 29 6 4 31 6 1 36 6 2 125 6 6 134 6 6
aThe ROIs were selected based on the proton images acquired for each subject. The concentrations of the CSF and the vitreous humor
given in this table were corrected for relaxation effects assuming T1¼56.5 ms and T2¼55.1 ms.

Table 3
TSC and SNR Values Measured in Previous Studies Performed over the Past 10 Years

Year
[T]

Field

[min]

Scan
time

[mm3]

Nominal resolution
(Actual res.)

[mL]

Voxel volume
(Actual vol.) SNR

[mmol/L of wet tissue]

[mmol/L]
CSF Ref.Gray matter White matter

Present
study

9.4 30 1.0�1.0�5.0 (2.0�2.0�10.0) 5 (40) 9(a), 35(b) 36 6 2 31 6 1 125 6 6 -

2012 7 32 0.9�0.9�4.0 (1.6�1.6�5.4)(c) 3 (14) 7(b) 47 6 7 37 6 3 145(d) (15)
2011 9.4 10

10
5.0�5.0�5.0 (7.9�7.9�7.9)(e)

2.9�2.9�2.9 (5.7�5.7�5.7)(e)
125 (493)
24 (185)

- - 31 6 6
31 6 6

128 6 5
142 6 6

(29)

2011 3 8
8

5.0�5.0�5.0 (8.7�8.7�8.7)(e)

3.9�3.9�3.9 (8.0�8.0�8.0)(e)
125 (659)
59 (512)

- - 30 6 7
31 6 7

135 6 15
136 6 10

(29)

2010 3 8 5.0�5.0�5.0 (7.5�7.5�7.5)(e) 125 (512) - 29 6 1 38 6 1 - (28)

2010 3 16 4.0�4.0�4.0 64 - 30 6 5(f) 19 6 5(f) - (30)
2008 4.7 11 3.0�3.0�3.0 27 22(a) - - - (31)

2007 9.4 6 3.0�3.0�3.0 27 - - - - (32)
2007 1.5 10 4.0�4.0�4.0

4.0�8.0�10.0
64
320

32(a),43(b)

19(a),34(b)
- - - (33)

2006 4 30 7.5�7.5�7.5 422 17(a),23(b) - - - (34)
2003 1.5 15 3.4�3.4�3.4 (5.8�5.8�5.8) 39 (200) - 62 6 6 72 6 11 135 6 10 (2)

aBrain tissue.
bCSF.
cIn-plane resolution measured, slice thickness estimated.
dLiterature value used for calibration.
eEstimated true resolution for brain parenchyma based on the FWHM of the PSF.
fFrontal lobe of healthy subjects.
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measurements of the unscaled gradients strongly dephased
the proton spins and resulted in measured k-space trajec-
tories of poor quality. The possibility to use the sodium
signal directly for the trajectory measurement was not
investigated in this study because of the short T2* values
and low SNR compared with protons.

CONCLUSIONS

This study has demonstrated that ultrahigh field MRI
offers a great potential for sodium imaging due to the
higher available SNR. The small voxel size permitted to
reduce partial volume effects and should allow a more
accurate quantification of the TSC of the human brain.
Nevertheless, the achieved resolution is still too low to
resolve the minute structures in the human brain.
Because B0 and B1 homogeneity decrease with increasing
field strength, suitable correction methods are indispen-
sable at 9.4T to obtain images of acceptable quality. As
ultrahigh field systems do not normally possess a body
coil, which could be used for proton imaging, the usage
of a patch antenna in conjunction with a sodium bird-
cage coil provided a convenient solution to combine pro-
ton and X-nucleus imaging without having to make any
modification to either appliance.
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Three-layered Radio Frequency Coil Arrangement for
Sodium MRI of the Human Brain at 9.4 Tesla

G. Shajan,1* Christian Mirkes,1,2 Kai Buckenmaier,1 Jens Hoffmann,1

Rolf Pohmann,1 and Klaus Scheffler1,2

Purpose: A multinuclei imaging setup with the capability to

acquire both sodium (23Na) and proton (1H) signals at 9.4 Tesla
is presented. The main objective was to optimize coil perform-

ance at the 23Na frequency while still having the ability to
acquire satisfactory 1H images.
Methods: The setup consisted of a combination of three radio

frequency (RF) coils arranged in three layers: the innermost
layer was a 27-channel 23Na receive helmet which was sur-
rounded by a four-channel 23Na transceiver array. The outer

layer consisted of a four-channel 1H dipole array for B0 shim-
ming and anatomical localization. Transmit and receive per-

formance of the 23Na arrays was compared to a single-tuned
23Na birdcage resonator.
Results: While the transmit efficiency of the 23Na transceiver

array was comparable to the birdcage, the 23Na receive array
provided substantial signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) gain near the

surface and comparable SNR in the center. The utility of this
customized setup was demonstrated by 23Na images of excel-
lent quality.

Conclusion: High SNR, efficient transmit excitation and B0

shimming capability can be achieved for 23Na MRI at 9.4T

using novel coil combination. This RF configuration is easily
adaptable to other multinuclei applications at ultra high field
(� 7T). Magn Reson Med 000:000–000, 2015. VC 2015 Wiley
Periodicals, Inc.

Key words: receive array; 9.4T; dual tuned coils; 23Na MRI

INTRODUCTION

Sodium (23Na) MRI can be used to gain complementary
information about cellular viability and metabolism to
proton (1H) imaging (1–4). However, the low in vivo con-
centration and the small gyromagnetic ratio of the 23Na
nucleus lead to an inherently low signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR). 23Na MRI at ultra high field (UHF,�7 Tesla (T))
is highly beneficial because of the more than linear
increase in SNR with respect to the strength of the static
magnetic field (B0) (5–8). This article focuses on the

design of a radio frequency (RF) coil setup custom-built
for 23Na MRI at 9.4T.

B0 shimming capability, efficient transmit sensitivity
and high SNR are some of the desirable aspects of an RF
coil meant for 23Na imaging. Shimming to maximize B0

homogeneity is an essential requirement at UHF because
the inhomogeneity increases with field strength. Ena-
bling 1H and 23Na imaging in an integrated dual-
frequency RF coil configuration avoids the need to
switch between 1H and 23Na coils to determine the val-
ues of adequate shim currents (9,10). Furthermore, shim-
ming at 1H frequency is accomplished in a considerably
shorter time compared to shimming at the 23Na fre-
quency (11,12).

B0 shimming and anatomical localization in dual-

frequency applications at clinical field strengths (1.5T

and 3T) were accomplished in the past using dual-tuned

RF coils which produced identical current distributions

at two different frequencies (13,14). However, these

dual-tuned coils suffer from a loss in transmit efficiency

introduced by the high impedance trap circuits that are

part of the design. Moreover, due to the shorter 1H RF

wavelength, this type of coil is not well suited to provide

whole brain excitation for the 1H frequency at 9.4T.

Instead, transmit arrays must be used to provide suffi-

cient spatial coverage for 1H imaging and B0 mapping

(15). Combining a 1H array with a head sized 23Na

resonator is difficult because the birdcage rungs can sig-

nificantly shield the local 1H array surrounding the

birdcage.
Another important design consideration is maximizing

the SNR at the 23Na frequency. As has been shown previ-

ously, phased array coils can be used to accomplish this

task (16,17). Experimental SNR comparisons for proton

imaging at 3T, which is close to the 23Na frequency

(105.7 MHz) at 9.4T, presented by Keil et al (18) demon-

strated that increasing the number of coil elements, even

up to 64 channels, allows retaining the central SNR

while increasing the SNR in the periphery. Only a mar-

ginal drop in central SNR was reported (using optimum

SNR combination) for a 96-channel head array, while

achieving a higher SNR close to the coil elements (19).
It is a challenging task to incorporate all the desired

features discussed above into one coil setup. Neverthe-
less, the principal design criterion remains the optimiza-
tion of the coil performance at the 23Na frequency while
maintaining adequate spatial coverage and sensitivity at
the 1H frequency. Nested (20,21) and composite (22)
23Na/1H arrays are some of the coil configurations that
have already been used successfully at 3T and 7T. We
aimed to meet the various needs of 23Na imaging at 9.4T
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by integrating three different RF coil arrays onto a single
structure. The outermost layer consisted of a four-
element transceiver 1H dipole array providing large lon-
gitudinal coverage for anatomical localization and B0

shimming. In the middle layer, a four-element 23Na loop
array that could be operated in transmit-only or trans-
ceive mode was inserted. The received signal from the
four 23Na loops was combined and routed to a single
receiver. The innermost layer consisted of a 27-channel
receive array constructed on a tight fitting helmet and
making use of the remaining available receive channels
of the MR system.

The performance of the three layered coil setup was
evaluated by comparing the transmit efficiency and SNR
to a single tuned 23Na quadrature birdcage coil. More-
over, the ability to acquire whole brain 1H images at
399.7 MHz in the presence of the 23Na transmit and
receive arrays is demonstrated.

METHODS

All measurements were performed on a 9.4T whole-body
human MR scanner (Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Ger-
many), equipped with a SC72 gradient system having a
maximal amplitude of 40 mT/m and a maximum slew
rate of 200 T/m/s. A narrowband amplifier with a maxi-
mum output of 7.5 kW was used for 1H excitation while
a broadband amplifier capable of delivering 4 kW cov-
ered the frequency range needed for 23Na MRI (105.7
MHz). Signal reception was enabled by 32 independent
broadband receive channels. Bench measurements were
performed using a calibrated network analyzer (4396B,
Agilent Technologies Inc., CA) together with an 85046A
S-parameter test set. The electrical properties of phantom
solutions were measured at room temperature using a
dielectric probe kit (DAK-12, SPEAG, Zurich,
Switzerland).

1H Transceiver Array

The objective of the 1H coil was to provide whole brain
excitation in the presence of the 23Na transceiver and
receive arrays without having a negative influence on
the performance of the 23Na coils. We have shown previ-
ously that a combination of a 1H patch antenna and a
single tuned 23Na high pass birdcage coil provides whole
brain excitation at the 1H frequency without influencing
the 23Na coil performance (23). However, the perform-
ance of such a patch antenna would be compromised
when combined with a multichannel 23Na receive array
due to the numerous cables and receive electronics that
have to be placed between the antenna and the subject’s
head.

In this work, dipole elements, which have been pro-
posed as a promising alternative for UHF applications,
were used because they are much simpler to construct
than phased arrays and offer extended longitudinal cov-
erage (24). A dipole for the 1H frequency at 9.4T is
37.5 cm long in free space. To accommodate the dipole
in the head sized coil, the dipoles were shortened to
22 cm by adding tuning inductors (24). Four dipole ele-
ments were assembled on 25 mm spacers fixed on to a
fiber glass tube (inner diameter: 26 cm, wall thickness:

3 mm, length: 30 cm). The dipole elements were equally
spaced around the cylinder with an angular separation
of 90�. A shielded cable trap was formed in the coaxial
cable that fed the dipoles. For transceive mode opera-
tion, the dipole elements were interfaced to the scanner
through a separate TR switch on each channel. The TR
switches were miniaturized version of the TR switch
design presented by Shajan et al (25).

The dipoles were tuned and matched inside the mag-
net bore to a head and shoulder phantom filled with
tissue-equivalent solution (er¼58.6 and s¼ 0.64 S/m)
(26). The four-element 1H dipole array formed the outer-
most layer of the RF coil setup. To compensate for the
frequency shift introduced by the 23Na coils in the inner
layers and the coil cover that surrounds the dipole array,
tuning adjustments on the dipoles were carried out in
the magnet bore on the fully assembled coil setup. This
tuning step was performed once and was not repeated
for individual subjects.

23Na Transceiver Array

One of the main considerations for a 23Na transceiver
coil design, in addition to transmit efficiency and uni-
formity of the RF field, was to adopt a design that has
minimal influence on the 1H array. Birdcage coils are the
most commonly used volume resonator for spin excita-
tion (27) at low frequencies. Head sized birdcage resona-
tors are typically designed with 12 or 16 rungs. If a
birdcage coil was placed inside the 1H dipole array, the
performance of the latter would be greatly reduced due
to shielding by the rungs of the birdcage. To mitigate
this problem, several identical high impedance 1H traps
can be added to make the birdcage transparent at the 1H
frequency. However, these additional passive compo-
nents not only reduce transmit efficiency, but would
also make coil-tuning an arduous task. Alternatively, the
number of rungs can be reduced or the birdcage can be
replaced by a loop array to limit the shielding effect on
the coil in the outer layer.

In this work, we adopted the loop array approach and
constructed a four-channel 23Na transceiver array on the
26 cm fiber-glass tube. Four large loops (15 cm � 18 cm)
were symmetrically arranged on the tube, aligning the
center of the loops with the dipoles. The copper tracks
for the loops were etched on a flexible printed circuit
laminate with 35 mm copper on a polyimide film (Krem-
pel GmbH, Vaihingen, Germany). The gap between adja-
cent loops and hence the width of the individual loops
was chosen based on coupling to non-neighboring ele-
ments and the inhomogeneity of the transmit field
caused by the gaps. A 2D view of the transceiver array is
shown in Figure 1. Each loop had a total of 12 capacitors
of 39 pF and a variable capacitor in parallel with one of
the fixed capacitors for frequency adjustment. The neigh-
boring elements were inductively decoupled. Coupling
between the non-neighboring elements was 4.7 dB due
to the low frequency and the large size of the transmit
elements. Hence, decoupling inductors were imple-
mented in the non-neighboring coils and the inductors
were connected using a 180� (cableþpi network) line. A
shielded dual-tuned cable trap (105.7 MHz and 399.7
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MHz) was used at the coil input to reduce common
mode currents (28). An active detuning circuit was
implemented on a 100 V 90� T-network as shown in the
schematic (Fig. 1) (29,30). An inside view of the implemen-
tation showing the 1H dipole array and the 23Na trans-
ceiver array is depicted in Figure 2. Coupling between the
23Na loops and the 1H dipoles was less than �43 dB.

To drive the coil in circularly polarized (CP) mode,
four outputs of equal amplitude with relative phase off-
sets of 90� were generated using three quadrature
hybrids as shown in the block diagram (Fig. 3a). A pic-
ture of the 1 � 4 hybrid splitter is shown in Figure 3b. A
separate TR switch on each channel for transceive mode
operation would occupy four receive channels and
reduce the available number of channels for the receive
array. Hence, the signal received from the transceiver
array was added in phase before pre-amplification and
fed to a single “combined-signal” channel (Fig. 3a). The
additional loss in the receive path due to the signal com-
bination before the pre-amplifier stage was approxi-
mately �0.5 dB. The subsequent reduction in SNR was

of less concern because the receive mode of the trans-
ceiver coil was mainly implemented to acquire a refer-
ence image for intensity correction (9). The “combined-
signal” port of hybrid-4 (Fig. 3a) was terminated to 50
ohms during high power RF transmission and a protec-
tion circuit was added in front of the preamplifier to pre-
vent high RF power from damaging it (Fig. 3c). The 1 �
4 hybrid splitter/combiner was realized on a RO4003C
laminate (Rogers Corporation, AZ).

23Na Receive Array

An SNR comparison for proton imaging at 3T between
two size-matched 64-channel and 32-channel head coils
demonstrated that central SNR remains unaffected when

FIG. 1. 2D representation of the 23Na transceiver array: The layout consists of four actively detunable loops of size 18 � 15 cm. The lay-
out is scaled proportionately to show the large gaps between the loops with respect to the loop size.

FIG. 2. 23Na transceive loops and 1H dipoles: The dipoles are

assembled above the 23Na transceive loops on 25 mm spacers.

FIG. 3. The 1 � 4 hybrid splitter/combiner. a: Functional block dia-

gram shows the combination of quadrature hybrids to generate
four outputs with 90� phase offsets. The dotted line represents
the received signal path. b: Implementation of the hybrid splitter.

c: Picture of the hybrid combiner and preamplifier protection
circuit.
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going to a higher number of receive channels even
though the penetration depth of the individual loop ele-
ments decreases (18). Furthermore, it has been shown
that a 32-channel receive array built on a tight fitting
helmet can provide significant SNR improvement in the
entire brain volume compared with a CP volume coil
(17). These results are a motivation to build receive
arrays with a higher number of receive elements, pro-
vided that sample noise dominance is maintained.

A 27-channel 23Na receive array was constructed on a
tight-fitting helmet (left/right: 185 mm, anterior/poste-
rior: 220 mm, head/foot: 200 mm) fabricated using a 3D
printer (Eden 250, Objet GmbH, Germany). The equiva-
lent circuit of one receive element is shown in Figure 4a.
The loops were constructed using 2 mm diameter silver
plated copper wire (APX, Sarrians, France) and tuned to
105.7 MHz using two equally spaced fixed capacitors
connected in series. For frequency adjustment, a variable
capacitor CT (2320-2, Johanson Manufacturing Corpora-
tion, NJ) was connected in parallel to a fixed capacitor

(C1). The input capacitor was split further in series for
impedance matching (C2) and active detuning (C3).
Capacitor C4 was used to adjust preamplifier decoupling.
A PIN diode (MA4P7470F-1072T, M/A-COM, MA) in
series with a hand wound inductor across C3 completed
the active detuning circuit. For secondary safety, in case
of malfunction of the detuning circuitry, a protection
fuse (Siemens Healthcare) was included.

Using the single receive element as a building block,
26 circular elements and a “figure-8” coil were arranged
on the helmet as per the 2D view shown in Figure 4b.
The 27 receive elements were arranged in four rows cov-
ering 180 mm along the z-direction. In each of the first
two rows, nine elements formed two complete rings
around the helmet. The 3rd row consisted of six loops
and a “figure-8” coil above the eyes. The inner space in
the “figure-8” coil acted as eye cut-outs (Fig. 4c). The
“figure-8” coil was critically overlapped with two coils
of the 2nd row (coils 14 and 15 in Figure 4b) and induc-
tively decoupled with two more coils (coils 13 and 16 in

FIG. 4. a: Equivalent circuit of a single receive element. b: A 2-dimensional view of the receive coil layout. There are 26 circular loops
and one “figure-8” coil (number 22) c: A photograph of the constructed receive array. The space inside the “figure-8” was used as eye
cut-outs. d: Front view and view from the service-end of the fully assembled three layered coil. The service-end view shows the inter-

facing of the 23Na and 1H transceiver arrays to the scanner through the receive array assembly.
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Figure 4b). There were two loops in the 4th row. The
neighboring coils were critically overlapped as per the
2D scheme in Figure 4b to cancel mutual inductance
(16). Coil tuning, impedance matching and adjacent ele-
ment overlap were adjusted by loading the receive hel-
met with the head and shoulder phantom. While
adjusting the impedance or the critical overlap between
adjacent coils, all other elements were detuned. A pair
of decoupled flux probes was used for measuring pream-
plifier decoupling, quality factor (Q) and active
detuning.

The receive elements were connected to low input
impedance preamplifiers (WanTcom Inc., MN). A pair of
PIN diodes (MPP4203, Microsemi, MN) was added
across the input of the high electron mobility transistor
(HEMT) for high voltage protection. A cable trap was
installed at the input as well as the output of the pream-
plifier. The control signal to actively detune the receive
loops was fed through the RF cable using a bias-tee. The
circuit boards with the receive electronics were mounted
on a holder placed on top of the helmet, clearing the
field of view (FOV) of the transceiver coil (Fig. 4c). This
resulted in longer cables between the preamplifier and
the input match capacitor for lower row elements. While
additional cable length does not affect the impedance
match, it shifts the preamplifier decoupling to lower fre-
quencies. Reducing the value of capacitor C4 compen-
sated for this frequency shift. Furthermore, the long
cables, especially the ones from the lower row elements
to the preamplifiers were carefully routed away from the
edges of the 23Na transmit loops to minimize the interac-
tion between the two 23Na arrays.

Scanner Interface

Four of the 32 available receive channels were dedicated
for 1H imaging and the two 23Na coils used the remain-
ing 28 channels. In the standard configuration, the three
arrays were assembled together and the coil was oper-
ated as a 32-channel coil. Alternatively, the 1H dipole
array could be plugged to the scanner together with the
23Na transceiver array after demounting the 23Na receive
array. This modular feature was essential to quantify the
influence of the receive array on the transmit efficiency
of the 23Na and 1H transceive arrays. A photograph of
the complete coil assembly is shown in Figure 4d.

Comparison Study

To validate the transmit and receive performance of the
multinuclei imaging setup a conventional single tuned
23Na birdcage coil was used as reference. The length and
diameter of the 16-rung high pass birdcage coil were
21 cm and 25 cm, respectively. The birdcage coil was
driven in quadrature using a home-built quadrature
hybrid. The receive port of the quadrature hybrid was
terminated to 50 ohms. Reception of the induced signal
was accomplished by means of two TR switches
installed between the outputs of the quadrature hybrid
and the two feed points of the coil (31).

A head-only phantom filled with 2% w/w agar and
75 mM NaH2PO4 was built for the 23Na SNR and trans-
mit efficiency comparison study. The measured electrical

properties were: permittivity (er)¼ 80 and conductivity
(s)¼ 0.60 S/m. The same phantom was also constructed
in the numerical domain.

Coil Simulation

Detailed models of the 23Na transceiver array together
with the 1H dipole array and also of the reference bird-
cage coil was created and numerical simulations were
performed using CST Studio Suite 2012 (CST, Darm-
stadt, Germany). The workflow presented in (32) was
adopted for the numerical computation. The transmit
coils were tuned in the RF circuit domain and the elec-
tromagnetic field distribution together with specific
absorption rate (SAR) maps were calculated in the 3D
EM domain. Peak averaged SAR over 10 g of tissue
(SAR10g) and safety excitation efficiency (SEE) (B1

þ
avg/

�SAR10g) were calculated for the two setups using the
virtual family’s “Duke” model (33). For in vivo measure-
ments, the transmit power was limited based on the esti-
mated SAR10g with an additional safety margin of 100%.
Due to the geometrical complexity of the receive array
and limitations in the 3D EM meshing, the receive array
model was not incorporated in the numerical domain.

Transmit Field Characterization

The transmit field (B1
þ) of the 1H dipoles was mapped

using the actual flip angle imaging (AFI) technique (34)
(FOV: 240 � 240 � 240 mm3, matrix: 64 � 64 � 80, repe-
tition times TR1/TR2: 12/100 ms, echo time (TE): 4 ms,
bandwidth: 500 Hz/pixel, acquisition time: 7 min). B1

þ

mapping for 23Na was performed with a phase sensitive
mapping sequence (35). The sampling scheme was a
stack of spirals with a nominal resolution of 3 � 3 �
3 mm3. The k-space trajectories were calculated on the
scanner by a time-optimal gradient design algorithm
(36). The FOV was 250 mm and the acquisition time
(TA) was 8 min. The field maps (simulated and meas-
ured) were normalized to the root-mean-square voltage
measured by the scanner’s RF supervision module. To
assess the perturbation caused by the presence of the
receive array, B1

þ maps were acquired with and without
the receive array in the transmit FOV. Because the tun-
ing and matching condition of the 1H and 23Na trans-
ceiver arrays change when the 23Na receive helmet is
inserted or removed, the impedance match of the
1H/23Na transceive elements had to be adjusted for the
two scan conditions. In both cases a match of better than
�20 dB was achieved.

SNR Comparison

A pseudo multiple replica approach was used to esti-
mate the achieved SNR (37). Noise data was acquired
from each coil element without RF excitation and the
standard deviation and correlation of the noise were
determined. Based on these parameters synthetic corre-
lated noise was generated and added to the k-space of a
standard image acquisition, which consisted of a stack-
of-spirals with the following imaging parameters:
TE¼ 0.4 ms, TR¼ 50 ms, dwell time 5.5 ms, readout time
8 ms, 13 averages, 15 spiral interleaves per partition, 64
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partitions, resolution¼4 � 4 � 4 mm3, FOV¼240 � 240
� 256 mm3, nominal flip angle 40�, TA¼ 10 min. Once
the image was reconstructed, the process was repeated
with a new set of synthetic noise. The standard devia-
tion for each voxel through a stack of 500 replicas was
calculated and used to generate SNR maps. Additionally,
B1
þ maps were acquired to correct for signal variations

caused by deviations from the nominal flip angle. SNR
differences due to signal saturation were neglected.

Imaging

Images acquired with phased arrays are degraded by the
inhomogeneous sensitivity profile of the array elements.
This modulation can be removed using the sensitivity
encoding (SENSE) reconstruction formalism. The
required coil sensitivity maps can be either obtained
through self-calibration or preferentially deduced from a
more homogenous reference image (9). In this study, the
23Na coil sensitivity maps were calculated by dividing a
low resolution image acquired with the receive array by
a reference image from the transceiver array. The acquisi-
tion parameters for both images were identical: TE¼ 0.4
ms, TR¼45 ms, dwell time 3.6 ms, readout time 5 ms, 2
averages, 15 spiral interleaves per partition, 44 parti-
tions, resolution¼ 4 � 4 � 5 mm3, TA¼ 1 min. Smooth-

ness of the sensitivity maps was enforced by locally
fitting a low degree polynomial.

For 23Na in vivo measurements, we scanned two
healthy male volunteers (average age: 32 years) who had
signed a written consent form approved by the institu-
tional review board of the University of T€ubingen. A 3D
balanced steady state free precession (bSSFP) sequence
with spiral readout was used to image the subject’s
brain. The sequence parameters were chosen as follows:
TE¼ 2 ms, TR¼ 11 ms, dwell time 3 ms, readout time 3
ms, 10 averages, 100 spiral interleaves per partition, 56
partitions, FA¼ 40�, Res¼2 � 2 � 4 mm3, FOV¼240 �
240 � 224 mm3 and TA¼ 10 min. The images were
reconstructed on a standard PC using Matlab (The Math-
works, Natick, MA) by first performing Kaiser-Bessel
gridding for each partition (38). Then, a 3D Hanning
window was applied to the resampled signal to suppress
high-frequency noise components. Finally, the filtered
images were obtained by applying a 3D Fast Fourier
transformation to the k-space.

To assess image quality achieved by the 1H dipole
array, gradient echo images were acquired with the fol-
lowing scan parameters: TE¼ 5 ms, TR¼1 s, 1.1 mm in-
plane resolution, slice thickness¼ 2 mm, FOV¼220 �
220 mm2, 30 slices and acquisition time of 3 min in each
orientation.

FIG. 5. a: S-parameter matrix of the four-channel 23Na transceiver array measured in the presence of the actively detuned receive array.

b: Noise correlation matrix of the 23Na receive array. Average of all the off-diagonal values are 0.093 with maximum value of 0.54. c:
Individual channel images acquired when all elements are active. The axial slices displayed pass through the middle of each row of coils

on the receive helmet. The number on each image corresponds to the coil number displayed in Figure 4b.
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RESULTS

23Na Transceiver Array

The unloaded Q (QUL) of a single 23Na transceive loop
with 12 series capacitors and the decoupling inductors
was 248. Loaded Q (QL), measured by loading the trans-
mit element with the head and shoulder phantom, was
147. Active detuning was �36 dB with 50 mA of DC.
The S-parameter matrix of the four-element 23Na trans-
ceiver array is shown in Figure 5a. Inductive decoupling
circuits between the nonadjacent coils improved the iso-
lation from �4.7 dB to at least �12 dB.

The phase error in the 1 � 4 hybrid splitter, designed
to drive the array in CP mode, was within 6 1.5� and the
insertion loss was 0.3 dB at 105.7 MHz. In transmit
mode, the preamplifier protection circuit in the
combined-signal port (Fig. 3a) provided better than 40
dB isolation.

Receive Array

QUL, measured on a 90 mm diameter representative cir-
cular loop constructed with components as shown in
Figure 4a, was 224. For Q measurements, the coaxial
cable attached to the coil input was removed. QL was 48
when the coil was loaded with the head and shoulder
phantom placed at 8 mm from the coil. An impedance

match of at least �15 dB was achieved on each coil ele-
ment and active detuning was better than 35 dB. The iso-
lation, measured in loaded condition, between adjacent
overlapping coils was between �9 and �12 dB. The low
input impedance preamplifiers provided an additional
15 to 18 dB decoupling. A single capacitor placed in par-
allel across the input for matching (Fig. 4a) resulted in a
large capacitor value (C2¼ 120 pF) and a subsequent
lower preamplifier decoupling. The noise correlation
matrix of the receive array is shown in Figure 5b. The
average of all the off-diagonal values was 0.093 and the
maximum value in the matrix was 0.54. Uncombined
bSSFP in vivo images, acquired with all receive elements
active, are shown in Figure 5c to demonstrate the isola-
tion between coil elements. The number on the individ-
ual images corresponds to the coil element numbering
displayed in Figure 4b. Because the coil elements are
arranged in multiple rows on the helmet, an axial slice
through the middle of each row is shown.

Transmit Field Characterization

Figure 6a shows the simulated field maps for the 23Na
transceiver array in the head-only phantom. The cross-
hairs in the individual maps represent the displayed sli-
ces through the center of the coil in each scan plane. A
brain mask was superimposed on the 3D B1

þ map and
the transmit efficiency was estimated in this volume.
The numerical model predicted a mean transmit effi-
ciency of 92 nT/V inside the brain mask. The actual field
strength (Fig. 6b), measured without the receive array
present, was approximately 13% weaker (80 nT/V) than
predicted by the simulations. Except for this scaling fac-
tor, the simulated and measured B1

þ field distributions
match well. When the 23Na receive array was added (Fig.
6c), the B1

þ distribution remained nearly unaffected. In
the center of the coil, the peak value was 105 nT/V in

FIG. 6. 23Na B1
þ maps. a: Central axial, sagittal and coronal slices

of the simulated field maps. A brain mask is superimposed to esti-
mate the transmit efficiency. b: Measured field maps in the trans-

ceiver mode acquired without the receive array. In the
superimposed volume, the measured mean B1

þ is 13% weaker

than in simulation. c: Field maps acquired in the presence of the
27-channel receive array. Measured B1

þ in the center of the coil
reduced from 105 nT/V to 100 nT/V with the receive array in the

transmit FOV.

FIG. 7. 1H B1
þ maps. a: Measured B1

þ map of the 1H dipole array
measured in presence of the actively detuned 23Na transceive
array, but without the 27-channel receive array. The B1

þ profile is

symmetric and the longitudinal coverage is sufficient to excite the
whole brain. b: Addition of the 23Na receive array leads to an
altered B1

þ distribution.
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the transceive mode and 100 nT/V when the receive
array was in place. In the brain mask the mean transmit
efficiency was 80 nT/V demonstrating minimal loss due
to the addition of the receive array. Note that the B1

þ

maps shown in the Figure 6c were acquired with the 27-
channel receive array and hence exhibit higher SNR.

Figure 7a shows the B1
þ distribution of the 1H dipole

array in the head and shoulder phantom. The AFI maps
acquired in the presence of 23Na transceiver array dem-
onstrate sufficient longitudinal coverage and exhibited
symmetric distribution as shown in the axial and coronal
orientations. However, when the 23Na receive array was
inserted, the distribution was altered due to the low
impedance 23Na receive array elements and cables inside
the transmit FOV (Fig. 7b). Altering the individual cable
routing to minimize the influence on the 1H transmit
field is not only a laborious task, but can also compro-
mise the performance of the 23Na transceiver coil. Never-
theless, the image quality and coverage offered by the
dipole array was sufficient for the intended purpose.

Comparison to Birdcage Coil

Figure 8a shows the B1
þ map acquired with the reference

birdcage coil using the head-only phantom. In the vol-
ume inside the brain mask, transmit efficiency of the
three-layered coil is 17% weaker than the birdcage. Note
that the birdcage is slightly smaller in diameter (25 cm
versus 26 cm) and does not have loss contributions from
the active detuning circuitry or from the presence of the
23Na receive array in the transmit FOV.

The SNR maps shown in Figure 8b and 8c demonstrate
the superior receive performance of the 27-channel 23Na
receive array compared with the single-tuned birdcage
coil. The SNR gain was quantified using SNR profiles
passing through the middle of each of the top three rows
of the receive array (Fig. 8d). Profile P1, through the
middle of the top row covering the dome of the helmet,
revealed a 2.8-fold SNR improvement in the center of
the slice. The SNR gain in profile P2, through the middle
of the second row, was 1.5-fold in the center of the slice
and significantly higher close to the surface coils. Along
profile P3, the peak central SNR for the birdcage was 28.
The minimum SNR for the receive array along profile P3
was 23 and the maximum SNR in the periphery was
more than five times higher than the SNR achieved by
the birdcage.

The estimated SAR10g maps for the Duke model are
shown in Figures 8e and 8f. Note that the maximum
electric field is along the end-ring for the birdcage and
along the edges of the loops for the 23Na transceiver
array. The peak SAR10g and SEE (in the whole head of
Duke model) for the birdcage and the 23Na transceiver
array were 0.34 W/kg; 1.46 mT/�(W/kg) and 0.6 W/kg;
1.21 mT/�(W/kg), respectively.

In Vivo Results

In vivo 23Na images acquired using this coil configura-
tion are shown in Figure 9. The homogeneous reference
image from the 23Na transceiver array and the corre-
sponding slice acquired with identical parameters using
the 23Na receive array are shown in Figures 9a and 9b,

FIG. 8. a: Measured B1
þ maps of the 23Na birdcage coil. 23Na

transmit efficiency of the three layered coil is 17% weaker than
the birdcage in the superimposed brain volume. For direct com-

parison to Figure 6, the same color map is used. b: SNR map
of the 23Na birdcage coil. c: SNR maps for the 27-channel
receive array acquired with the same phantom. d: SNR profiles

passing approximately through the middle of the top three rows
of the receive array. In P1and P2, the central SNR gain is a fac-
tor of 2.75 and 1.48, respectively. In P3, the maximum SNR for

the birdcage is 28 and the minimum SNR for the array is 23. e:
Estimated SAR10g map for the birdcage in the “Duke” model.

Maximum value: 0.34 W/kg. f: Estimated SAR10g for 23Na trans-
ceive array. Maximum value: 0.6 W/kg.
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respectively. Even though the SNR of the reference
images was moderate, they still provided sufficient infor-
mation to calculate coil sensitivity maps. A single slice,
without intensity correction, from the bSSFP acquisition
using the receive array and reconstructed using root
sum-of-squares is shown in Figure 9c. As expected, the
signal intensity is higher close to the surface coils and
weaker in the center.

Figure 9d shows multiple slices of the sensitivity cor-
rected bSSFP image acquired in 10 min with a resolution

of 2 � 2 � 4 mm3. The intensity variation due to the coil
sensitivity profile could be eliminated. Excellent spatial
resolution with good SNR could be achieved, especially
in the cortical brain. In the center of the brain, the
reduced sensitivity of the 27-channel array and the
SENSE reconstruction led to moderate but still accepta-
ble noise enhancement.

In vivo 1H images acquired with the dipole array in
the presence of the two 23Na arrays is shown in Figure
10. The asymmetry introduced by the 23Na receive array

FIG. 9. In vivo 23Na images. a: Reference image acquired with the four-channel 23Na transceiver array. b: The same image as in (a), but

acquired with the 27-channel receive array. c: bSSFP acquisition without intensity correction. (d) Sensitivity corrected bSSFP images.
Scan parameters: TE¼2 ms, TR¼11 ms, FA¼40�, Resolution¼2 � 2 � 4 mm3 and acquisition time¼10 min.

FIG. 10. a–c: In vivo gradient echo images acquired with the four-channel 1H dipole array in the presence of the 23Na transmit and

receive arrays. In-plane resolution: 1.1 mm, slice thickness: 2 mm acquisition time: 3 min for each orientation.
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as noticed in Figure 7b can be seen on the axial slice
shown in Figure 10a. The 1H dipoles provided whole
brain coverage at 399.7 MHz as shown in the sagittal
(Fig. 10b) and coronal slices (Fig. 10c). These results
demonstrate the utility of the 1H dipole array for the
intended purpose of fast B0 mapping and anatomical
localization in the presence of the 23Na transmit and
receive arrays.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The coil arrangement presented in the current work was
conceived to fulfill design criteria such as maximizing
coil performance at 23Na frequency, acquire a homogene-
ous 23Na reference image for intensity correction and
ensuring whole brain coverage at the 1H frequency for B0

shimming and anatomical localization. Several alterna-
tives were investigated to meet these requirements. Ini-
tial experiments using a combination of a 16-rung 23Na
birdcage coil and a four-element 1H dipole array resulted
in an almost total loss of the 1H signal in the center of
the birdcage due to the shielding effect of the rungs.

Ultimate SNR in center of a sphere was achieved with
four coils evenly surrounding the volume (at 64 MHz)
(39). More coils were required to reach the ultimate SNR
in the center of the sphere at higher frequencies. Further-
more, the peripheral SNR approaches the ultimate
achievable SNR with higher number of coils (39). As
demonstrated in the SNR maps (Fig. 8d), significant gain
in 23Na SNR was achieved in almost the entire brain vol-
ume. In the center of the 27-channel receive array, the
SNR was only marginally lower than the peak SNR of
the birdcage. The coil elements in the receive array were
arranged on the helmet surface to follow the contours of
the brain anatomy, resulting in just two elements in the
fourth row. Although it is impractical to build receive
arrays covering spherical volumes, more coil elements
covering the helmet surface in the fourth row, either by
adding more receive channels or by rearranging the 27
coil elements should boost the central SNR.

The performance of the three-layered coil was vali-
dated and the experimental results show that the proof-
of-concept coil meets the various demands of a multinu-
clei imaging setup. Transmit and receive performance of
the coil at the 23Na frequency was not compromised.
The in vivo 23Na images, acquired in only ten minutes,
show level of detail not previously achieved. The chal-
lenging task of whole brain coverage for 1H images,
despite the high frequency and the presence of the 23Na
arrays, could be accomplished. Last but not least, this
combination of three coil arrays can be readily adapted
for other nuclei at 9.4T or for multinuclei applications at
UHF.
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Triple-Quantum-Filtered Sodium Imaging at 9.4 Tesla

Christian Mirkes,1,2* G. Shajan,2 Jonas Bause,2,3 Kai Buckenmaier,2

Jens Hoffmann,2,3 and Klaus Scheffler1,2

Purpose: Efficient acquisition of triple-quantum-filtered (TQF)

sodium images at ultra-high field (UHF) strength.
Methods: A three-pulse preparation and a stack of double-
spirals were used for the acquisition of TQF images at 9.4

Tesla. The flip angles of the TQ preparation were smoothly
reduced toward the edge of k-space along the partition-

encoding direction. In doing so, the specific absorption rate
could be reduced while preserving the maximal signal intensity
for the partitions most relevant for image contrast in the center

of k-space. Simulations, phantom and in vivo measurements
were used to demonstrate the usefulness of the proposed

method.
Results: A higher sensitivity (�20%) was achieved compared
to the standard acquisition without flip angle apodization. Sig-

nals from free sodium ions were successfully suppressed irre-
spective of the amount of apodization used. B0 corrected TQF

images with a nominal resolution of 5 � 5 � 5 mm3 and an
acceptable signal-to-noise ratio could be acquired in vivo
within 21 min.

Conclusion: Conventional TQF in combination with flip angle
apodization permits to exploit more efficiently the increased
sensitivity available at 9.4T. Magn Reson Med 000:000–000,
2015. VC 2015 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.

Key words: Sodium MRI; ultra-high field; triple-quantum
filtering

INTRODUCTION

The interesting physical properties of the sodium (23Na)
nucleus and the additional information which can be
gained from it have always provided an incentive to fur-
ther develop the existing imaging techniques. The avail-
ability of ultra-high field (UHF) scanners and the
concomitant increase in signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
allowed reducing the scanning times and thus increased
the applicability of sodium MRI (sMRI). Nevertheless,
sMRI remains challenging due to the low in vivo concen-
trations (human brain tissue: 30–35 mM) (1) and the
short transverse relaxation times (human brain tissue:

fast component: T2f¼ 2–5 ms, slow component T2s¼ 15–
25 ms) (2). Unlike protons, the sodium nucleus possesses
an electric quadrupole moment which makes it sensitive
to electric field gradients in its molecular environment.
Thus, free and motion restricted sodium ions exhibit a
different physical behavior in the human body (3). Dif-
ferentiation between extra- and intracellular sodium can
provide useful information in case of many pathologies
such as tumors, ischemia or articular cartilage degenera-
tion (4–6).

Shift reagents allow to efficiently discriminate signals
from intra- and extracellular sodium (7–9). However,
their use is limited to animal studies either due to their
toxicity or the lack of a clinical approval for their appli-
cation in humans. Nevertheless, they can be used to
assess the performance of other noninvasive methods
such as multiple-quantum filtering. One of the most
commonly used technique among those is triple-
quantum-filtered (TQF) imaging (5,10–13) for which ani-
mal studies using shift reagents have shown that at least
60% of the observed TQ signal originates from intracel-
lular sodium (14,15). The remainder of the TQ signal is
probably due to interactions of sodium ions in the
extracellular compartment with macromolecules.

The most frequently used TQ preparation for human

imaging requires three 90� radio-frequency (RF) pulses

and results in high specific absorption rates (SAR),

which is problematic especially at ultra-high field

strength because SAR scales approximately quadratically

with the main static magnetic field (B0). Nevertheless,

high and ultra-high field scanners combined with opti-

mized sequence parameters such as pulse duration (TD),

flip angle (FA), and repetition time (TR) permit to notice-

ably increase the inherently low SNR of the acquired

images (10). Moreover, new sequences using combina-

tions of single-quantum and spin-density imaging with,

in part, lower SAR values have been reported at 3 and 7

T (16,17).
Recently a method relying on the acquisition of two

sodium images at very-short and short echo times

(TE¼0.5 and 5 ms) and the subtraction thereof has been

proposed for the quantification of motion restricted

sodium (18). Compared with TQF imaging, this method

leads to lower SAR and achieves higher SNR. Unfortu-

nately, the signal from sodium nuclei with long T2 val-

ues is only partly suppressed, which may limit the

applicability of this method to high concentrations

(>45 mM) of intracellular sodium. Moreover, the method

is susceptible to off-resonance artefacts caused by B0

inhomogeneities, which is problematic especially at

UHF.
Inversion recovery (19–21) is another viable option to

null unwanted signal from sodium ions in free motion
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by exploiting the fact that the longitudinal relaxation
times of, e.g., brain tissue and cerebrospinal fluid are dif-
ferent. The associated SAR can be reduced by using long
rectangular inversion pulses. However, it has been
shown that a more uniform fluid suppression can be
achieved with adiabatic inversion pulses at the expense
of a considerably higher power deposition (22). The lat-
ter would again require an increase of the repetition time
and lead to a lower sensitivity (SNR per unit time).

In this study, the feasibility to acquire conventional
TQF images with a state-of-the-art multi-channel phased
array coil was investigated at 9.4T. Spiral and double-
spiral sampling patterns were used to time-efficiently
acquire spin-density weighted (SDW) and TQF images.
To reduce SAR while keeping an acceptable TR for an
efficient data acquisition, the FA for the TQ preparation
was modulated along the partition-encoding direction.
The impact of this approach on SNR and spatial resolu-
tion was evaluated by means of simulations and phan-
tom measurements. Optimal sequence parameters were
determined for in vivo imaging and used on six healthy
volunteers.

METHODS

Technical Setup

All measurements were performed on a Siemens (Sie-
mens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany) 9.4T whole-body
MRI scanner equipped with a SC72 gradient system hav-
ing a maximal amplitude of 70 mT/m and a maximal
slew rate of 200 T/m/s. A triple-layered proton/sodium
coil was used for the acquisition of the proton (399.7
MHz) and sodium (105.7 MHz) signal (23). The inner-
most layer consisted of a 3D printed helmet (Dimensions:
left/right 185 mm, anterior/posterior 220 mm, head/foot
200 mm) on which a 27-channel sodium receive array
was constructed (Fig. 1a). The helmet was fixed inside a
four-channel sodium transceiver array with a diameter of
26 cm and a length of 18 cm (Fig. 1b). The latter was
used for RF transmission and the acquisition of a homo-
geneous reference image, which allowed estimating the
sensitivity profiles of the receiver array. For anatomical
localization and B0 shimming, four dipoles tuned to the
proton frequency were placed 2.5 cm above each element
of the four-channel sodium array (Fig. 1b).

MRI Phantoms

Sequence performance was evaluated using an
ellipsoidal-shaped MR phantom containing 16 tubes
filled with aqueous solutions and agar (2.5–10%) gels of
different NaCl concentrations (25–150 mM) (Fig. 1d).
The gels were prepared by adding agarose crystals
(Sigma-Aldrich) to aqueous solutions of sodium chloride,
which were then heated in an autoclave before being
poured into the tubes. Once the tubes were fixed inside
the phantom, the latter was filled up with a 75 mM solu-
tion of NaCl. Another cylindrical phantom (Fig. 1e) con-
taining a 2-cm-thick Plexiglas plate and filled with 4%
agar gel and 75 mM NaCl (Slow and fast transverse relax-
ation times: T�2s ¼ 28 ms, T�2f ¼ 4 ms) was built for

assessing the spatial resolution achieved by the used
sampling patterns.

Imaging Sequences

A standard three-pulse preparation with flip angles FA1,
FA2, and FA3, and phases f1, f2, and f3 was used to
generate multiple-quantum coherences (24). The basic
sequence diagram is shown in Figure 2a. The TQ coher-
ences were filtered out with a two-times-six step phase
cycling scheme to allow for B0 correction. The RF trans-
mit and receive phases (u) for the two sets were varied
as follows (25,26):

Set A : f1;k ¼
p

3
k; f2;k ¼

p

3
k;

f3;k ¼ 0; u1;k ¼ f1;k ; u2;k ¼ pk;

Set B : f1;k ¼
p

2
þ p

3
k; f2;k ¼

p

3
k;

f3;k ¼ 0; u1;k ¼ f1;k ; u2;k ¼ pk;

for k ¼ 0; 1; . . . 5:

[1]

As has been shown previously (5), SDW images can be
acquired during the preparation time (t) between the first
and the second RF pulse. To limit the impact of the
short transverse relaxation on these images an ultra-short
echo time sequence was used (24,27–29). In this study,
the chosen sampling scheme consisted of a stack of spi-
rals (1,30). The corresponding gradient waveforms were
calculated with a time optimal-gradient algorithm for
which a Matlab (The Mathworks, Natick, MA) and C
implementation can be found online (http://www.eecs.
berkeley.edu/�mlustig/) (31). All gradient moments were
rewound after the end of the readout to prevent any per-
turbation of the TQ preparation. The second and third
pulse were implemented as a single phase-modulated
pulse, which avoided adding an additional delay for coil
detuning and tuning. The durations of the first (TD1) and
second phase-modulated pulse (TD2 ¼ TD3 ¼ TD2=3)
could be varied independently because their values
determine the amount of observable TQ signal and the
associated SAR (12). A double-spiral was used to time-
efficiently acquire the TQ signal with only a few spiral
interleaves per partition. The number of partitions and
the field-of-view (FoV) were the same as for the SDW
images. The gradient waveforms were designed such that
the second echo time (TE2) coincided with the maximum
of the TQ signal, which was determined as described
below.

The highest TQ contrast is achieved if the flip angle of
all RF pulses is 90�. However, the increased SAR at
ultra-high field strength requires either a reduction of
the flip angle or an increase of the pulse duration. Alter-
natively the TR of the sequence can be lengthened. The
first two options lead to a reduced TQ contrast (10,12),
while the third option results in a long and SNR-
inefficient acquisition. In this study, a different approach
was investigated, which consisted of reducing the flip
angle toward the edge of k-space along the partition-
encoding direction according to a Hann window
function:
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a1;2;3ðpÞ ¼ FA1;2;3 cos 2 p

2

2p

NPar
� 1

� �� �
Rþ 1� Rð Þ

� �
for p ¼ 0 . . . NPar � 1;

[2]

where R controls the amount of apodization, p is the par-
tition index, and NPar the total number of partitions. As
given by [2], the highest flip angle was used for the cen-
tral partitions, which are most relevant for image con-
trast and a lower flip angle for the outer partitions (Fig.
2b). Intervals of high energy deposition were followed by
periods of low RF power, which allowed staying below
the prescribe SAR limit (3.2 W/kg averaged over 6 min,
IEC 60601). The SDW images normally require a larger
number of interleaves (NInt) per partition than the TQF
images due to the higher in-plane resolution. Therefore
the interleaves were reordered in such a way that a
smooth signal modulation was achieved for the spin

density weighted images as well. To do so, the original
linear reordering of the SDW acquisition was divided up
into 12 segments corresponding to the 12 phase cycling
steps of the TQ acquisition (Fig. 2b).

Optimal sequence parameters for the TQ preparation
were determined on one human volunteer by acquiring
free induction decays (FIDs) preceded by a TQ prepara-
tion with different preparation times and pulse dura-
tions. To reduce the required scanning time a 6 step
phase cycling scheme was used. Further imaging param-
eters were: number of samples 128, readout duration
(RO) 30 ms, TR 500 ms, number of t values 40, t range
1–20 ms, TD1¼TD2=3¼ 0.7, 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0 ms, mea-
surement time 32 min.

B0 shimming was performed using the proton signal
and the automatic shimming interface of the scanner.
The resulting B0 field distribution was mapped with a
standard 2D Cartesian double-echo gradient echo proton

FIG. 1. a: Tightly fitting 27-channel
sodium receiver array. b: Four-channel

sodium transceiver array and four-
channel proton dipole array. c: Fully
assembled coil setup. d: Ellipsoidal-

shaped MR phantom containing 16
tubes with sodium concentrations

given in mM and agarose in percent. e:
Plexiglas plate which was placed in a
cylindrical phantom containing 75 mM

NaCl and 4% agar to estimate the
achieved resolution.
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sequence with TE1¼ 3.6 ms and TE2¼ 4.3 ms. Other
acquisition parameters were: resolution 2.0 � 2.0 �
2.5 mm3, FoV 240 � 240 mm2, slices 40, bandwidth 500
Hz/Pixel, and acquisition time (TA) 2 min.

The actual transmit field (B1
þ) distribution of the

sodium coil was mapped with a phase sensitive method
(32). It consisted of two acquisitions for which a hard
180� pulse rotating the magnetization either clock- or
anticlockwise around the x-axis was followed by a 90�

pulse around the y-axis. The used sampling scheme was
a stack of spiral having the following imaging parame-
ters: resolution 4 � 4 � 5 mm3, FoV 240 mm, 44 parti-
tions, TE 3 ms, TR 200 ms, RO 5 ms, TA 5 min. The B1

þ

map was calculated based on a B0 map and the phase
difference of the two acquisitions.

To estimate the sensitivity profile of the 27-channel
array, a low resolution sodium image was acquired as a
reference with both, the 4- and the 27-channel sodium
array. The imaging parameters of the used stack of spi-
rals were: resolution 5 � 5 � 5 mm3, FoV 240 mm, 44
partitions, TE 0.3 ms, TR 80 ms, FA 50�, rectangular
excitation pulse, RO 10 ms, TA 1 min.

Proton gradient echo images were acquired for anatom-
ical localization with the following imaging parameters:
slice thickness 1 mm, in-plane resolution 1 mm2, FoV
192 � 156 mm2, 100 slices, TE 5 ms, repetition time (TR)
2 s, nominal FA 60�, bandwidth 500 Hz/Pixel, TA 5 min.

Image Reconstruction

Image reconstruction was performed offline using a
standard PC and in-house developed Matlab routines.
The first step of the reconstruction pipeline consisted of

a noise decorrelation of the multi-channel data to allow
for an SNR optimized coil combination (33,34). The
required receiver noise levels and correlations were
determined by a noise prescan at the very beginning of
each imaging sequence. Kaiser-Bessel gridding (35) was
performed for each partition of the nonuniformly
sampled data before a 3D Hanning window was applied
to the resampled k-space. The individual channel images
Ij were obtained by applying a 3D Fast Fourier transfor-
mation (FFT).

Coil combination was not performed with the standard
sum-of-squares method because sensitivity variations of
the 27-channel array would lead to large intensity varia-
tions in the combined images. Instead, sensitivity maps
of the 27-channel array were obtained by dividing the
individual low resolution reference coil images by the
image of the 4-channel array, which was already com-
bined on the coil. Because these maps are usually cor-
rupted by noise, a polynomial was fitted locally on a
pixel-by-pixel basis for smoothing (33). The intensity
corrected images (ICorr) were reconstructed based on the
smoothed sensitivity maps S as given by the following
equation (36):

ICorr ¼
X27

j¼1

Ij � S�jX27

i¼1
S�i Si

: [3]

As has been shown previously (25), the two phase
cycling sets A and B (Eq. [1]) can be combined with (Eq.
[4]) or without (Eq. [5]) an ancillary B0 map to yield B0

corrected TQF images. For this purpose, the complex sig-
nals CA and CB, corresponding to the complex sums of

FIG. 2. a: Basic sequence dia-
gram for the acquisition of

SDW images (ADC 1) and TQF
images (ADC 2). b: Reordering

of the SDW spiral interleaves
insuring a smooth modulation
of the flip angle along the

partition-encoding direction.
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the signals from each phase cycling set, have to be added
up according to either of the two following formulas and
then fed to the image reconstruction pipeline:

STQ � CA þ iCBð ÞeþiVteff � CA � iCBð Þe�iVteff
� �

e�iVt [4]

STQ � jCA þ iCBj þ jCA � iCBj [5]

where STQ is the B0 corrected TQF signal, t is the mea-
surement time, teff ¼ 0:5 TD1 þ tþ 0:5 TD2 the effective
preparation time and V ¼ v0 � v represents the deviation
of the Larmor frequency v0 ¼ gB0 from the RF excitation
frequency v. In this study, Equation [5] was used to com-
bine both phase cycling sets of all phantom and in vivo
measurements without an additional B0 map.

Point-Spread Function

The flip angle apodization acts like a filter on k-space
and influences the spatial resolution along the partition-
encoding direction. Therefore, the impact of the variable
flip angle on the shape of the point spread function
(PSF) was evaluated by simulations and phantom meas-
urements. The PSF in case of a constant flip angle was
simulated by setting a unit signal intensity for all sam-
pling points and performing a nonuniform FFT. To esti-
mate the shape of the PSF in case of flip angle
apodization the signal for each partition was replaced by
the sine of the used flip angle for the SDW images and
the fifth power of the sine for the TQF images, because
the TQ signal is proportional to sin a1sin 2a2sin 2a3 (24).
Moreover, it was assumed for the simulations that all
three flip angles were a1;2:3 NPar=2ð Þ ¼ FA1;2;3 ¼ 90� for
the central partition irrespective of the amount of apod-
ization. The impact of the transverse relaxation was
taken into account by multiplying the SDW and TQ sig-
nals by the corresponding factor (22,24):

FSQ ¼ 0:6 exp � t

T2f

� �
þ 0:4 exp � t

T2s

� �

FTQ ¼ exp � t

T2s

� �
� exp � t

T2f

� � [6]

where t is the acquisition time and T2 s;f are the slow
and fast transverse relaxation times.

The simulations were compared with actual measure-
ments in which the cylindrical phantom described above
was imaged with different settings of the apodization
factor (R¼0.0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75), while all other sequence
parameters were left unchanged: TR 150 ms, resolution 4
� 4 � 3 mm3, 64 partitions, 4 averages, t 11.8 ms, TD1

1.5 ms, TD2/3 1.5 ms, FA1;2;3 90�, 2 � 6 phase cycling
steps and TA 77 min.

Signal-to-Noise Ratio

The flip angle apodization factor represents an addi-
tional degree of freedom and hence its value influences
the optimal choice for the other imaging parameters. To
reduce the optimization domain, several parameters
were either linked to one another or fixed to practical
values. As has been shown previously (12), the B0-inho-
mogeneity correction (Eq. [1] and [4]) performs only well

if the RF pulses are short. Therefore TD1 and TD2/3 were
fixed to 1.5 ms and 1.0 ms, respectively. Moreover, the
flip angle of the second and third pulse were constrained
to have always identical values (FA2 ¼ FA3¼FA2=3).
The simulations were performed for R values ranging
from 0 to 1 and repetition times spanning from 150 to
300 ms. Owing to the long TR, saturation effects could
be neglected. The impact of different transverse relaxa-
tion times was not investigated either. Under these
assumptions the theoretical SNR can be easily estimated
for a simulated object. The analytical phantom used in
the study was a cube, whose representation in k-space is
given by:

Cube kx; ky ; kz

� �
¼ sinc akx � sinc aky � sinc akz [7]

where kx; ky and kz are the k-space coordinates of the
sampling points and a¼10 cm is the edge length of the
cube. Optimal values for FA1 and FA2=3 for a given repe-
tition time and apodization factor were determined by
maximizing the value of sin FA1sin FA2=3

4 while staying
below the prescribed SAR limit. Similar to the PSF simu-
lations described above, the synthetic signal of the cube
was multiplied with the partition-dependent scaling fac-
tor sin a1sin a2=3

4 and fed to the image reconstruction
algorithm, which included the same k-space filters as
used for the real measurements. Using the signal inten-
sity (S) from the reconstructed image and the full width
at half maximum (FWHM) along the partition-encoding
direction of the additionally simulated PSF, the sensitiv-
ity (SNR per unit time) for a given set of parameters can
be calculated as follows:

SensitivityðR; TRÞ / S

FWHMPSF �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
TR
p : [8]

The ellipsoidal phantom was scanned with four differ-
ent apodization factors and a fixed TR of 200 ms to
assess the resulting SNR and to compare it with the theo-
retical expectation. The used sequence parameters for
the simulation and the experiment were: TE1 0.4 ms, t

13 ms, TE2 11 ms, 44 partitions, TA 60 min, and nomi-
nal resolution 1.5� 1.5� 5.0 mm3 (SDW) and 4 � 4 �
5 mm3 (TQF). Because the optimal values for
FA1 and FA2=3 predicted by the simulation were almost
identical, the same flip angle was used for all three RF
pulses in the experiment. SNR maps were generated
based on a pseudo multiple replica approach (37). A pre-
scan was performed to acquire noise samples from each
coil element and estimate the noise standard deviation
and correlation. Synthetic correlated noise was generated
and added to the k-space of a standard SDW/TQF image
acquisition. Once the image was reconstructed, the pro-
cess was repeated with a new set of synthetic noise. The
standard deviation for each pixel value through a stack
of 100 replicas was calculated and used to generate SNR
maps.

In Vivo Measurements

The study was approved by the local ethics committee
(University of Tuebingen). Each of the six participating
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healthy subjects (mean age: 31 years) provided written
informed consent before the MR examination. The opti-
mal preparation time (t ¼ 5:5 ms) and RF pulse dura-
tions (TD1 ¼ 1:5 ms and TD2=3 ¼ 1:0 ms) were
determined in one volunteer and used for all in vivo
measurements. Imaging parameters making full use of
the available time between the first and the second RF
pulse were chosen for the SDW acquisition: nominal
resolution 2 � 2 � 5 mm3, TE1 0.8 ms, RO 3.2 ms, FoV
250 mm2, 52 partitions, 120 spiral interleaves per parti-
tion, and 1 average. The nominal resolution of the TQ
images was 5 � 5 � 5 mm3 and 10 double-spiral inter-
leaves per partition were used. Based on the optimiza-
tion results described below and the chosen values for t

and TD1;2 the optimal value for TE2 was 6.5 ms, which
is close to the expected value of TE2;exp ¼
0:5 TD1 þ tþ 0:5 TD2 ¼ 6:75 ms. The total readout
duration for the TQF images was 15.2 ms of which 5.2
ms were spent to sample the signal before the formation
of the TQ signal peak. One- and two-dimensional repre-
sentations of the k-space trajectories used for the acquisi-
tion of the SDW and TQF images are shown in Figure 3.
Both trajectories were designed to create a uniform k-
space sampling density apart from the k-space center,
which is highly oversampled due to the center-out acqui-
sition. The corresponding normalized sampling densities
are depicted Figure 3 as well. The total acquisition time

for 12 phase cycling steps was 21 min using a TR of
200 ms.

RESULTS

PSF and Resolution

Figure 4 shows the simulated increase of the FWHM of
the PSF along the partition-encoding direction as a func-
tion of the apodization factor for the SDW and TQF
images. The measured data points indicated by circles
(SDW) and triangles (TQF) represent the increase of
FWHM of the second smallest hole (1 cm in diameter) in
the plate. The smallest hole (0.5 cm in diameter) was
broadened too much by the transverse relaxation and the
image filter to be evaluated. Due to the stronger depend-
ence of the TQ signal on the flip angle, the decrease in
resolution is more pronounced for the TQF than the
SDW images but still below 20% for R¼0.5.

Signal-to-Noise Ratio

The optimal flip angles FA1 and FA2=3 as a function of R
and TR are shown in Figures 5a and 5b. They deviate
only by a few degrees from each other at most. However,
the flip angle of the first RF pulse is consistently smaller
than the other ones. Once the choice of flip angles is not
limited by SAR constraints any more, the optimal flip

FIG. 3. One- and two-dimensional representations of the used k-space trajectory for the SDW and TQF in vivo images and the corre-

sponding durations. The normalized sampling density is shown to assess the achieved homogeneity of the sampling pattern.
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angle amounts to 90� as expected. As can be seen in
Figure 5c, the width of the PSF for the TQF acquisition
depends slightly on the flip angles. Moreover, even with-
out flip angle apodization the resulting spatial resolution
of the TQF images in partition-encoding direction is
below its nominal value (5 mm). The reason for this is
primarily the Hanning filter which was applied to k-
space. Figure 5d demonstrates that a higher sensitivity
compared to the standard acquisition (R¼0) can be
achieved for each value of TR if flip angle apodization is
used. The sensitivity for SDW acquisition shows a differ-
ent behavior and exhibits a much smaller dependence
on the amount of apodization (data not shown).

Figures 6a and 6b show SNR maps of the ellipsoidal
phantom for the SDW and TQF acquisition, respectively.
A region of interest (ROI) in the tube exhibiting the high-
est TQ signal was selected and the corresponding value
is stated below each image. As predicted by the simula-
tion, the highest SNR among the chosen apodization fac-
tors is achieved for R¼ 0.5. Compared with the standard
acquisition (R¼0) there is an increase of 39% in SNR.
However, this increase in SNR is partly due to the larger
voxel size of approximately 20% in partition-encoding
direction. If the measured SNR values are divided by the

simulated FWHM, the obtained sensitivity exhibits a sim-
ilar behavior with respect to the apodization factor as the
simulated sensitivity. The original TQF images are shown
in Figure 6c to demonstrate that signal from sodium ions
in free motion is successfully suppressed irrespective of
the amount of flip angle apodization used.

In Vivo Measurements

The normalized in vivo TQ signal intensity for 16 combi-
nations of different TD1 and TD2/3 values is depicted in
Figure 7a. The relative SAR values can be easily deduced
from the pulse durations and are indicated in the figure
as well:

SAR / 1

TD1
þ 2

TD2=3
; [9]

knowing that the flip angles used for the TQ preparation
are the same for all pulses. If the maximal SAR value is
not reached for a given set of pulse durations, then the
sensitivity can be increased by reducing the TR accord-
ingly. Assuming that the used TRs are not much shorter
than five times the longitudinal relaxation time (�150
ms for tissue) and that saturation effects are as a matter
of fact negligible, optimal values for t, TD, and TE2 can
be determined based on the normalized TQ signal inten-
sity divided by the square root of the minimal TR still
fulfilling the SAR constraints (Fig. 7b). However, long
RF pulses reduce the effectiveness of the B0 correction
(12) and consequently compromise image quality. In this
study, TD1 and TD2/3 were set for in vivo imaging to 1.5
ms and 1.0 ms, respectively, to satisfy both requirements.
The optimal t for this set of parameters was approxi-
mately 5.5 ms, which is identical to the value found in
earlier studies at 3T and 4.7T (10,24). This value was
used for all following in vivo measurements.

Figures 8a and 8c show SDW images acquired without
(R¼ 0) and with (R¼ 0.5) flip angle apodization in one
volunteer. Owing to the high in-plane resolution, fine
anatomical details such as the cerebrospinal fluid-filled
sulci can be discerned. The images have been corrected
for B1 inhomogeneities by dividing each pixel value by

FIG. 4. Simulated PSF widening for the SDW and TQF images

(red and blue lines) as a function of the apodization factor. The
measured data points are indicated by circles (SDW) and triangles

(TQF).

FIG. 5. a: Optimal flip angle for the first RF pulse. b: Optimal flip angle for the second and third RF pulse. c: FWHM along the partition-
encoding direction of the PSF for the TQF acquisition. d: Sensitivity plot for the TQF acquisition. (The triangles indicate the chosen

parameter values for the SNR measurements of Fig. 6.)
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FIG. 6. SNR maps of the ellipsoidal
phantom for different apodization fac-

tors. The SNR of the chosen ROI is
indicated below each image for the

SDW (a) and TQF (b) acquisition. The
signal of the saline solution is sup-
pressed irrespective of the used

amount of flip angle apodization as
demonstrated by the original TQF

images (c). The nominal resolution of
the images was 1.5 � 1.5 � 5.0 mm3

(SDW) and 4 � 4 � 5 mm3 (TQF),

respectively.

FIG. 7. In vivo sequence parameter optimization. a: Each subimage represents the normalized TQ signal intensity for one set of FIDs for

a given value of TD1 and TD2/3 (indicated in square brackets). b: Sensitivity plots obtained by dividing the signal intensity from (a) by the
square root of the minimal TR still fulfilling the SAR constraints. The used preparation and echo time for the in vivo measurements are

indicated by a white square.



the sine of the achieved flip angle. The intensity correc-
tion (Eq. [3]) permitted to successfully eliminate the sig-
nal modulation caused by the inhomogeneous receive
profile of the 27-channel sodium array. However, the
reduced sensitivity of the array in the center of the brain
led to a slight but still acceptable noise enhancement in

that area. The repetition time for R¼0 had to be
increased from 200 ms to 340 ms to stay below the
allowed SAR limits, which increased the measurement
time from 21 min to 35 min. All SNR maps shown in
Figure 8 have been divided by the square root of the
needed measurement time to allow for a fair comparison.

FIG. 8. a: SDW (a,c) and TQF (b,d) images with a nominal resolution of 2 � 2 � 5 mm3 and 5 � 5 � 5 mm3, respectively, and corre-

sponding SNR maps of a healthy human volunteer after receive sensitivity and B1 correction for R¼0 (a,b) and R¼0.5 (c,d). For easy
comparison, the shown SNR maps have been scaled by the square root of the measurement time. Flip angle apodization resulted in a

20% and 32% increase in SNR for the SDW and TQF images, respectively. The ventricles (colored overlay in e) are not fully suppressed
in the TQF images, which is probably due to their small size compared to the actual voxel size.
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As for the phantom measurements, a higher SNR (�20%)
was achieved by using flip angle apodization.

The corresponding TQ images are shown in Figures
8b and 8d. Again, a higher SNR (�32%) was obtained
by modulating the flip angle along the partition-
encoding direction. In contrast to the SDW acquisition,
the TQF images exhibit a much lower spatial resolu-
tion. The coarse nominal resolution is further reduced
by the image filter, the usage of the flip angle apodiza-
tion and/or the transverse relaxation of the received
signal. Based on the phantom measurements and simu-
lations, the nominal resolution can be inferred to be at
least twice as large in each spatial direction compared
with the nominal resolution. As a matter of fact, the
expected signal dropouts in the ventricles are less pro-
nounced due to partial volume effects. For reference, a
proton gradient echo image with the ventricles high-
lighted is shown in Figure 8e. The outline of a voxel
with a volume of 1 cm3 in the inferior horn of the lat-
eral ventricle, where the ventricular system is broadest
for the shown subject, has been added to the figure to
assess the proportions.

Signal dropouts near the nasal cavities could not be
avoided even with B0 correction. Nevertheless, it is still
worthwhile to acquire 12 phase cycling steps at 9.4T as
demonstrated by Figure 9. Figures 9a and 9b show
images corresponding to the two phase cycling sets A
and B. The complementary nature of the two phase
cycling schemes allowed to generate a B0 corrected image
(Fig. 9c) of improved quality. However, signals from
areas with pronounced magnetic field offsets (Fig. 9d)
could not be recovered.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

This study has shown that it is possible to acquire B0

corrected TQF images at 9.4T in a clinically acceptable
measurement time of 21 min. To reduce the time needed

to sample the entire k-space, a highly efficient double-

spiral trajectory was used instead of a Cartesian or radial
readout. For the same resolution and FoV, Cartesian

imaging would have required 50 instead of 10 excitations

per partition. This number could be reduced by using
elliptical scanning (�25%) and/or partial Fourier encod-

ing. Additionally, the double-spiral readout permitted to

acquire data even before the delayed formation of the TQ
signal peak, which would have been lost in case of a

radial readout as used in previous studies (10,24,26).

Due to the high field strength and the sensitive 27-
channel coil array, images with acceptable SNR could be

acquired in the prescribed measurement time. Prohibi-

tively long TRs enforced by stringent SAR constraints
were avoided by modulating the flip angles of the TQ

preparation along the partition-encoding direction. The

reduction of the TR permitted improving the sensitivity
and efficiency of the SDW/TQF acquisition as demon-

strated by the simulations. However, the nominal spatial

resolution along the partition-encoding direction and the
number of partitions might have to be increased to com-

pensate for the broadening of the PSF due to the flip

angle apodization. Doing so would again prolong the
time needed to cover the entire k-space. The actual final

resolution of the in vivo images is difficult to assess

quantitatively but will be at least two times larger in
each spatial direction due to the transverse relaxation,

the used sampling pattern, the image filter, and the flip

angle apodization. The current implementation of the
sequence only allowed using the same number of parti-

tions for the SDW and TQF images. However, the reor-

dering of the SDW acquisition could be easily modified

to allow for more partitions to be used while still ensur-
ing a smooth signal modulation of k-space.

For the SNR evaluation, the impact of the sampling
pattern and density were not considered. A homogenous
sampling pattern was chosen for the both, the SDW and
TQF images. Based on previous studies (38,39), the SNR
could be increased further by directly integrating the
image filter into the then inhomogeneous sampling pat-
tern. Note that the flip angle apodization only changes
the weighting of the NMR signal and does not affect the
noise variance associated with each data sample.

Due to the low spatial resolution, TQF allows to dis-
criminate only large anatomical structures even at 9.4T.
If desired some of the SNR could be traded for higher
spatial resolution, which could be achieved to a certain
extent even without having to increase the number of
spiral interleaves. The usefulness of the proposed flip
angle apodization was only demonstrated for the stand-
ard TQF method but it could also be easily applied to
other imaging schemes such as the phase-cycling differ-
ence image method (pcDIM) (16,17).

Air-tissue interfaces above the ear canals and nasal
cavities cause large magnetic field offsets and are a seri-
ous problem at UHF for conventional TQF but also for
the pcDIM or the double echo method. As demonstrated

FIG. 9. Effectiveness of the B0 correction. The two phase cycling
sets A and B (a,b) were combined (Eq. [5]) to yield a B0 corrected
image (c) of improved quality. The B0 map (d) is shown for refer-

ence but was not used for the combination of the two phase
cycling sets.
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above, an off-resonance correction is required to reduce
at least partly signal dropouts in the affected areas.
Although a B0 map was acquired for each subject, it was
not used for the combination of the two phase cycling
sets (Eq. [4]) because it added artifacts at the periphery
of the brain without improving image quality.

The SDW images were acquired with a short TE1 and
are consequently only slightly affected by the transverse
relaxation. However, for the creation of tissue sodium
concentration maps it would be advisable to use TEs
shorter than 0.5 ms. Reducing the flip angle of the TQ
preparation by a few degrees and accepting a slight
decrease in SNR would permit reducing the duration of
the first RF pulse sufficiently to achieve this goal. The
latter was not done in this study because the main objec-
tive was to maximize the SNR of the TQ images.

In summary, TQF imaging at UHF suffers from the
same shortcomings as known from low and high field
MRI such as inherently low SNR, low spatial resolution,
high SAR, marked susceptibility to off-resonance arte-
facts, and long measurements times. However, some of
these issues could be mitigated to a certain extent, as
demonstrated in this study, by reducing the flip angle of
the TQ preparation along the partition-encoding direc-
tion and applying an off-resonance correction. Moreover,
the application of the proposed method in tumor
patients would be valuable future work. Even tough, it
will not be possible to detect small pathologies given the
achievable resolution, TQF imaging at 9.4T might still be
useful on a slightly larger scale and provide additional
information compared with conventional imaging
techniques.
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